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ABSTR ACT

The purpose of this study is to examine the political theory o f Algernon Sidney, a
17th century British Enlightenment philosopher, how his theory impacted the political
tenets colonists used to justify the American Revolution.
This thesis is divided into three parts that lay the groundwork for determining
Sidney’s influence on 18th century American political thought. The first section
examines Sidney’s life and the context in which his theory developed. Sidney’s life and
death, in particular his martyrdom for his own beliefs, explains why colonists had high
regard for his principles and philosophy.
The second part of the study is a comparison with other significant political
theorists of Sidney’s time. This comparison shows the differences between Sidney and
other philosophers who formed the foundation of American political thought, thereby
pointing out the elements o f Sidney’s theory that would have far better justified the
American Revolution than those o f other theorists.
The third section is an examination of works from 18th century American political
theorists. This section demonstrates how often and prolifically American philosophers
drew from Sidney’s work on the eve o f the Revolution.
The results suggest that Sidney was remarkably influential in the development o f
the American Enlightenment, lending as much to American thought as philosophers such
as John Locke did.
LAURA K. SEMEL
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
THE COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY IN VIRGINIA
PROFESSOR JAMES L. AXTELL, ADVISOR
LOST AND FOUND: ALGERNON SIDNEY AND THE AMERICAN
ENLIGHTENMENT

THE LOST PHILOSOPHER
Algernon Sidney and the American Enlightenment

Introduction
Algernon Sidney was one of the primary sources o f American Enlightenment
philosophy. He was a prominent thinker in the minds of American revolutionaries in
1776. Deeply influenced by seventeenth-century Whig political theory, the colonists
viewed Sidney as a “martyr to civil liberty.”1 His major treatise, Discourses Concerning
'y

Government (1698), became a “textbook of revolution for Americans.” Sidney had
written Discourses during exile from his homeland, but the book was not published until
he had been dead for fifteen years, and he probably never intended it to be published.
While the origins of the book remain uncertain to this day, most historians believe that
Sidney was the original author, writing in response to Sir Robert Filmer’s Patriarcha
(1680).
Sidney’s ideas also guided the framers o f the American Constitution, and
Americans continued to use his theory sporadically until about the mid-nineteenth
century. His work first became widely available to Americans during the mid-eighteenth
century.3 Elements o f Sidney’s theory proved very attractive to the colonists, and within
a decade the “writings and the story of his life were staples in the literary diet of
eighteenth-century Americans.”4 According to a 1978 study, only Trenchard and

1Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1992), 34.
2 Caroline Robbins, “Algernon Sidney’s Discourses Concerning Government:
Textbook of Revolution,” William and Mary Quarterly 3rd ser., 4:4 (1947), 267-96 at
267.
3 Bailyn, Ideological Origins. 40.
4 Alan Craig Houston, Algernon Sidney and the Republican Heritage in England and
America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), 224.
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Gordon’s Cato’s Letters and Locke’s Two Treatises could be found with greater
frequency in colonial libraries.” 5
Sidney’s influence on American thought can be divided into two facets: the
circumstances surrounding his execution, and his theory of rebellion. His execution
made him famous, prompting publication of Discourses and drawing the admiration of
American revolutionaries. The legalities of his trial were, to put it mildly, circumspect.
He was not allowed to make a statement and the jury was not of his peers. Because the
prosecution could not round up the requisite two witnesses against him, his Discourses
was used as a second witness. When Sidney was offered the opportunity to save his own
life with a confession of guilt, he refused.
To American colonists, “the single most important fact about Sidney’s life was
the manner o f his death.. .[proving] his unselfish devotion to liberty.”6 His martyrdom
was “the most powerful piece o f evidence that could have been given to verify the truth
o f his writings.”7 The influence o f Sidney’s martyrdom should not, however,
overshadow the importance o f his political theory. More than James Harrington or John
Milton, Sidney represented the “essence of republicanism in England and America.”
Sidney and John Locke together provided a bridge for colonial theorists between
the Machiavellian theory of man as naturally corrupt and in need o f social control and the
Enlightenment theory of man as naturally good, endowed with reason, and capable of
self-government.

5 Peter Karsten, Patriot Heroes of England and America: Political Symbolism and Changing Values over
Three Centuries (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1978), 34-35.

6 Houston, Sidney, 224.
7 Houston, Sidney, 235.
8 Houston, Sidney, 4.
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Sidney’s theory o f rebellion was based on progress. Society and government
could never remain static for long. Government had to change to meet the needs of
society as these needs evolved with humanity. Rebellion was the most effective way to
bring about social change, and no one should be required to live under outdated laws
enacted by previous generations. This theory o f rebellion, rather than Locke’s more
moderate ideas, was probably the main source for American revolutionaries. While
Locke saw rebellion as an extra-legal method and last resort, Sidney believed that it was
an integral part o f any political system. Rebellion was necessary for social progress.
Sidney’s Discourses was widely read and often quoted by the most influential
politicians of eighteenth century America. He provided a strong and logical theory of
rebellion that not only legalized it but made it necessary for human progress. Colonial
republicans were in the midst of a political crisis in the late-eighteenth century and
needed rational justification for separation from England. As a matter of both principle
and pragmatism, American political theorists sought historical arguments that best suited
their needs. By developing a theory that made rebellion essential to social progress,
Algernon Sidney provided one of the most suitable and influential political tracts that
contributed to the colonists’ independence.
Sidney’s popularity began to wane after the American Revolution. Today, Sidney
is rarely referred to in discussions and writings about eighteenth century American
political thought. Few advanced, and even fewer introductory, texts on the subject even
mention his name. The omission o f Sidney from twentieth-century historical accounts
and political science curricula is great. Opposition viewpoints are a necessity for any
democratic society, and that was what Sidney provided in seventeenth-century England
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and eighteenth-century America. His theory educated American revolutionaries and
allowed their opposition viewpoint in the British system to become the will of the
majority in the new American way of life.
This thesis will show how Sidney’s life influenced his political theory, the tenets
o f that theory, and why that theory, in particular his justification for rebellion, was so
significant to the American Enlightenment and Revolution. Finally, this thesis will
examine the great loss to students of American thought of the absence of the study of
Sidney’s work.

CHAPTER ONE
Lost and Found: The Exile and Execution of Algernon Sidney
But where’s his wandering spirit gone,
Since here he sufFred martyrdom?
To heaven? Oh, it cannot be,
For heaven is a monarchy.
Where then I pray? To Purgatory?
That’s an idle Romish story.
Such saint as he can’t go to hell?
Where is he gone, I pri’thee tell,
The learned say to Achitophel.
—Anonymous “elegy” on Sidney9

Algernon Sidney’s reputation has been based not upon his political success but on
the “impression made by his character and personality.”10 Sidney’s early biographers
turned a “reckless and incompetent insurrectionary” into a “plaster saint.”11 Soon after
•

-

•

•

his execution in 1683, ballads and poems glorifying his life appeared.

19

Seventeenth- and

eighteenth-century English and American Whigs painstakingly constructed the image of a
self-sacrificing man single-mindedly devoted to the cause of freedom, obscuring the
influences on Sidney’s intellectual development. In truth, Sidney was endowed with a
strong commitment to principle and the unyielding conviction that his principles were
just, but his commitment to republicanism was sporadic and inconsistent.

13

Interest in Sidney’s life and times declined during the nineteenth century but,
possibly because o f a revival o f the concept o f a virtuous citizenry and classical
republicanism, is reawakening in the early twenty-first century. Historians no longer

9 Z.S. Fink, The Classical Republicans: An Essay in the Recovery of a Pattern of Thought in
Seventeenth Century England (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1962), 149.
10 Robbins, “Sidney’s Discourses,” 273.
11 Blair Worden, “The Commonwealth Kidney of Algernon Sidney,” Journal of British Studies Vol. 24,
number 1 (Jan. 1985), 1-39 at 24.

write about Sidney as a “plaster saint” unfailingly devoted to the cause of republicanism.
Sidney’s life is now seen as an example o f many trends in intellectual history during the
seventeenth century. The Renaissance, the Reformation, sixteenth-century religious
wars, state centralization, elite intellectual culture, British civil wars, the interregnum,
and the republican experiment were all part of Sidney’s curriculum vitae. Furthermore,
his experiences emphasize that “history is drama, that it is funny, suspenseful and sad,
that it can incorporate the highest reaches of the human imagination and the greatest selfdeception, the most exhilarating triumph and the completest tragedy.”14 Sidney’s
deification has been grossly unfair to Sidney the man. His faults and failures reinforce,
rather than detract from, his significance and success.
Sidney was bom in November 1621,15 1622, or 162316 to an aristocratic family.
•

•

•

The Sidney clan owed its rise to the sporadic patronage o f the Tudors.
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His father,

Robert Sidney, was second earl o f Leicester and his mother was Dorothy Percy, sister of
Algernon Percy, tenth earl o f Northumberland. Robert Sidney, Algernon’s father, was a
noted scholar with an enormous library and an astonishing collection o f antique statues.
This was an exceptionally high birth that situated Sidney at the pinnacle of England’s
social and political hierarchies.19 But because Algernon was the second son, he was not
entitled to a seat in the House of Lords. Algernon was bom and spent most of his youth at
Penshurst, the family seat in Kent. Penshurst was dramatized in Philip Sidney’s Arcadia

12 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 13.
13 Houston, Sidney, 15.
14 Jonathan Scott, Algernon Sidney and the Restoration Crisis, 1677-1683 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1991), 350.
15 Jonathan Scott, Sidney and the Restoration, 350.
16 Julia Cartwright, Sacharissa: Some Account of Dorothy Sidney. Countess of Sunderland (New York:
E.P. Dutton, 1926), 17.
17 Houston, Sidney. 15.
18 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 3.

and glorified in Ben Jonson’s poem “To Penshurst.” The family acquired the estate
under Edward VI, and during Elizabeth Fs reign they added an Italianate wing to the
medieval hall and fortress. The “divided personality o f the house” reflected “a tension
that runs through Algernon’s prose and his career.”

90

Many people went to Penshurst

before and during Algernon’s lifetime, and the memories o f several generations of noble
men and women echoed in the Sidney family estate. 21
Little is known about Algernon’s youth, though his family background suggests
he had a thorough education.22 Still, as an adult Algernon complained that his formal
education was lacking. His learning came from men, not from books; he was destined for
public life.

In the 1630’s Robert Sidney became an ambassador, and Algernon and his

older brother Philip traveled with their father to Copenhagen in 1632 and to Paris in
1636.24 Robert, Philip, and Algernon remained in France for more than five years.
Algernon impressed the English community in Paris with a “huge deal o f wit and much
sweetness of nature.”25 Not being known for his pleasant disposition as an adult, this
“was probably the last time that anyone reported that Sidney had ‘much sweetness of
nature.’ ” 26 In Louis XIII’s court, he gained some knowledge o f the complications of
European politics and the difficulties of English politicians.27 By 1639,with his

19 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
20 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney.” 4.
21 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
22 Houston, Sidney, 16.
23 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
24 Blackbume, Review, 4.
25 Blackbume, Review, 5.
26 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
27 Robbins, “Sidney’s Discourses,” 273.
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aristocratic, intellectual upbringing, Algernon was a rising young luminary in English
public life with a seemingly bright, secure future.28
The first sign that an easy life was not guaranteed Sidney was during 1639 when
his uncle tried to obtain a commission for Algernon in the House of Orange. The Prince
o f Orange gave the commission to someone else, and Sidney’s application, though
backed by the influence o f the king, was again refused in 1640. Thus Algernon would
never fight on foreign soil.29
In 1641 King Charles I appointed Robert Sidney as lord lieutenant o f Ireland. In
turn Robert appointed Philip, the oldest of his four sons, lord deputy of Ireland. Philip
then named Algernon one o f his captains of the horse. Algernon hated military life, but it
was the most viable option for second sons in the seventeenth century.30 Hence, he
accompanied Philip to fight the Irish. The Sidney brothers were seized in August 1643
by the Cromwellians, and they subsequently chose to fight for the Roundheads in the
■

•

T1

civil war.

•

At about the age of twenty, Algernon was beginning to form his political

theory.
Some historians attribute Sidney’s rejection of monarchy to typical rebelliousness
o f a younger generation,32 but there was probably more to his choice o f allegiance than
mere youthful rebellion. There is little historical evidence specifying the shift of
Sidney’s loyalties from the king to Parliament. The “momentous decision” was more

28 Houston, Sidney, 18.
29 Blackbume, Review, 6.
30 Blackbume, Review, 7.
31 Blackbume, Review, 8.
32 Houston, Sidney, 18.
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than likely an active continuation of the family tradition of civil service.33 Sidney’s
decision also could be attributed to lack of career opportunity in the Stuart monarchy,
while Cromwell’s army would have given him far more options. However, although
Sidney was never financially secure, he was highly principled, so the latter explanation is
inadequate. In any case, the decision was made and the Sidney sons were no longer
loyalists.
In 1644, Sidney was appointed one of the twenty-six colonels of the reorganized
army. Within two months he was wounded at the battle o f Marston Moor. These wounds
made a republican hero (or villain, depending on one’s perspective) o f Sidney, prompting
poems and ballads about him. For example, one loyalist ballad had Sidney declare,
“View my Hack’d Lim bs.. .each honourable wound The pride and Glory o f my numerous
Scars, in Hells best cause the old republic Wars.”34
Sidney remained in the army for another year, but in 1645 the severity of his war
wounds forced him to retire. Arrangements had already been made for his appointment to
the governorship of Chichester.

Sidney was unhappy with this post, however, and he

and his father both sought a position in Ireland for the (approximately) twenty-five-yearold war hero. Unfortunately, an Anglo-Irish feud in Parliament spoiled these hopes, so in
1648 Sidney settled for the governorship of Dover Castle.

For a short time he exercised

his duties at Dover responsibly, but he became increasingly absent. In 1651 he was
dismissed from his post.

33 Houston, Sidney, 19.
34 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
35 Robbins, “Sidney’s Discourses,” 274.
36 Blackbume, Review, 15.
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Sidney neglected his post at Dover because of his increasing involvement in the
volatile situation between Parliament and the king.37 In the winter of 1650-51 he was
court-martialed for reasons unknown to historians today. Philip Sidney attributed the
court-martial to Algernon’s increasing entanglement with republican MPs who were
becoming progressively perturbed with some army officers’ political aspirations.
Records of the House of Commons indicate a power struggle between three parties:
Sidney, the Dover Castle soldiers, and the Council o f State. In any case, Sidney was
probably content with his dismissal, for now all of his time could be devoted to the
parliamentary cause.39
When family members were on speaking terms with him, they were careful not to
contradict him. Although Sidney was “proud,” “irascible,” and “stubborn,” he was also a
man of honesty and integrity who stood by his political and moral principles. Men of
Sidney’s character provided an invaluable service to society. Probably no government
would have completely satisfied Sidney and security forces must always be wary o f men
like him, but “a society with one like Sidney is in peril of ‘making all things vendible’
and ‘the people enslaved.’”40 Sidney’s contribution to society, whether his ideas were
right or wrong, was to give the public an opposition viewpoint even though he knew he
was endangering his life.
Sidney was first elected to Parliament for Cardiff in 1645. During the 1640s his
political views were relatively moderate. In 1647-48 he voted cautiously for solutions in

37 Houston, Sidney, 21.
38 Houston, Republican Heritage, 21.
39 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 5.
40 Houston, Sidney, 27.
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both church and state 41 His voting record for this period is sketchy and lacks
consistency. In 1648, the Commons began to consider royal responses to parliamentary
reconciliation proposals. By refusing to debate and supporting a motion to vote on these
responses immediately, Sidney indicated his unwillingness to compromise with the
king.42 However, he did not support the radical purge o f Parliament in December; in fact,
he may have been absent from these proceedings.43
Though Sidney demonstrated unusual political independence as an MP, he was
still able to maintain a position of respect in Parliament. He often joined forces with
radical MPs, but was never a member of a voting bloc, alliance, or even a coherent
movement.44 The Commons repeatedly acknowledged his high stature by appointing him
to several important and sensitive special committees, such as that of church reform, law
reform, electoral reform, and international diplomacy.45 The latter was the one in which
he was most interested, possibly because o f his childhood experiences in diplomacy with
his father and because his ancestors had been much involved in foreign affairs. He
chaired a committee overseeing Anglo-Irish relations and served on committees
regulating trade and plantations.
He also served on the committee that tried King Charles I in 1649. Although he
approved o f the principle of deposing the king, he disapproved o f Parliament’s chosen
method. Sidney gave two reasons for opposing Charles’s trial. The first was that there
was no court in English law that could try Charles since the king had no peers.

41 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 5.
42 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
43 Irene Coltman Brown, “Algernon Sidney, the Noble Republican,” History Today, vol. 34, February
1984, 17.
44Edward Dumbauld, “Algernon Sidney on Public Right,” University of Arkansas at Little Rock Law
Journal: 10(1987-88)321.
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Secondly, a court that had been set up solely for that purpose could legally try no one;
thus, Parliament was assuming power it did not have. The first claim reflected Sidney’s
resistance to step outside the legal doctrines of the old regime; the king was neither
subject to law nor could he be brought before a court. This first argument suggested that
Sidney’s political theory was still in its infancy, for he argued in Discourses Concerning
Government that the right of citizens to try their kings was a central principle in a
commonwealth. Sidney’s second claim—that the Commons had usurped a power it
could not possess—was opposed to the first. Sidney’s position indicated the reluctance
o f his radicalism at this crucial moment in his career.46
“I tell you,” Cromwell responded to Sidney, “ we will cutt off [the king’s] head
with the Crown upon it.” Sidney replied that he would “keep [himself] clean from
having any hand in this business.” Sidney asserted in his own account o f the incident that
he immediately left the room and did not return until the English republic was
proclaimed.47 From January 22-29, the critical days of the trial, Sidney retired to
Penshurst. He returned to Parliament after Charles’s execution to play a significant role
in the political life o f the new republic.48
After the proclamation o f the republic, an effort was made to impose a loyalty
oath on MPs. Sidney opposed the motion with a remark that the oath “would prove a
snare to many an honest man but every knave would slip through.”49 Cromwell and his
close allies did not appreciate Sidney’s remark, taking it as a personal accusation.

45 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 6.
46 Houston, Sidney, 23.
47 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 6.
48 Houston, Sidney, 28.
49 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 6.
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Combined with Sidney’s opposition to Charles’s trial, the result was a permanent and
bitter breach between Sidney and Cromwell.
When the Anglo-Dutch war broke out in 1652, Sidney suddenly became an active
politician. This period may have been an intellectual turning point for him, for afterward
he became an ardent republican. He was elected to the Council of State in November and
played a major role in the negotiations that brought about the Cromwellian union of
England and Scotland.50
In April 1653 England’s brief experiment in a republican government was
brought to an end when Cromwell dissolved Parliament. Entering the Commons with a
troop o f musketeers, Cromwell ordered his soldiers to replace the MPs with “men fearing
God.” Sidney thought Cromwell’s actions similar to those of Julius Caesar when Caesar
subverted the Roman Republic. He refused to respond to Cromwell’s command, so
Cromwell ordered his eviction. Sidney remained motionless until two musketeers seized
him “as if they would for him to go out,” and he “rose and went towards the door.”51
This incident had a profound effect on Sidney’s life and ideas. He had demonstrated his
commitment to upholding legal forms at Charles’s trial and yet he was the victim of
Cromwell’s aggression.52 Cromwell embodied for Sidney the dangers of centralized
power more than Charles I ever had. But, though Sidney attempted to disturb the
Protectorate and seems to have been badgered by it, he did not play a role in the

50 Houston, Sidney, 24.
51 Brown, “Noble Republican,” 12.
52 Brown, “Noble Republican,” 13.
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republican resistance to Cromwell.53 Instead, he returned to Penshurst, where he
remained for over six years.
Sidney tried to secure a financial future for himself. Although his ancestral
heritage was rich in tradition and intellect, it never provided him an adequate income.54
As a second son, he resented the relative disadvantages he experienced compared to his
older brother Philip. Sidney craved the power, wealth, and independence with which
Philip had been endowed.55 If Algernon had been bom first, he probably would never
have served in the military and his life would have taken a much different course.
During his self-imposed exile, Sidney unsuccessfully tried to establish financial
security. He sought to recover payments he believed were due from his service at Dover,
bought fee-farms, and developed landholdings. His most industrious effort, however,
was the management of the affairs o f his brother-in-law, Philip Smyth, Viscount
Strangford. Strangford had m n into debt and Sidney attempted to restore the viscount’s
credit. His goal was two-fold; he wanted to secure his own future while meeting family
obligations. Not only did he fail, but he also made it possible for the viscount to seize his
papers and property while Sidney was out of the country in 1660.

The Strangford affair

left Sidney’s financial future more uncertain than ever.
In 1659 Sidney was able to return to public life when the Rump Parliament
reassembled. He was again elected to the Council o f State.57 Soon after, he was sent
abroad to negotiate peace between Denmark and Sweden. At the University of

53 Robbins, “Textbook,” 274.
54 Blackbume, Review, 54.
55 Robbins, “Sidney’s Discourses.” 275.
56 Houston, Sidney, 31.
57 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 4.
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Copenhagen, Sidney inscribed the motto Manus haec inimica tyrannis Ense petit
placid am sub libertate quietem (this hand, hostile to tyrants, seeks by the sword the
tranquil peace of freedom) in the guest book. This motto would be taken up by both
European and American republicans over the course of the next two centuries.
•

The Restoration in 1660 confounded Sidney’s plans of returning home.

58

•

He did

not reject the Restoration—in fact, his republican principles forced him to accept it. He
wrote to his father that “since the Parliament hath acknowledged a king, I know and
acknowledge I owe him the duty and the service that belongs unto a subject.”59 There
was some irony in Sidney’s acknowledgement. For Charles to have admitted that his
ascendancy rested on the actions of Parliament would have been synonymous with
accepting popular or parliamentary sovereignty.
Although Sidney accepted the Restoration, for both his principles and for practical
reasons, he did not return to England. Because of his “stiffe adherence” to “the rules of
honour and conscience” and his rigid resolution to be consistent, he was horrified at the
prospect o f “vile and unworthy submissions, acknowledgement o f errors, asking of
pardon, or the like” that would have been required if he returned home.60 He “mourned
the death o f all his hopes and the corruption” o f Charles II’s regime.61 Furthermore,
Sidney had reason to fear for his safety. Friends and relatives in England, including his
father, warned him to stay out of the country.

58 Houston, Sidney, 31.
59 Blackbume, Review, 61.
60 Houston, Sidney, 32.
61 Houston, Sidney, 33.
62 Houston, Sidney, 34.

Therefore he again went m exile.
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Sidney’s absence lasted until 1677. During this seventeen-year period he had
many adventures; he pursued military service, he studied, and he schemed. For a while
he drifted between Sweden and Denmark. Eventually, having little desire to visit France
and disliking “all the drunken countries o f Germany, and the north,63 he finally chose
Rome for his exile. There he did not allow his hatred o f Catholicism to hinder his
intimacy with cardinals.64 Though he was horrified by Catholic ceremonies, he was so
taken with the cardinals that he regularly attended the papal court.65 In 1661, he was lent
a villa at Frascati. The solitude there was beneficial to him. He read from dawn until
“six or seven of the clock at night,” and many o f the “cramped references” of Sidney’s
future treatises were undoubtedly obtained during this period o f his life.66
•

•

•

The Anglo-Dutch war of 1664 gave him the opportunity to re-enter politics.

fCl

He

tried to bring together the other English republican exiles scattered across Europe.
Sidney believed that Charles had become so unpopular among the English that his
homeland was ripe for rebellion.

He met with a small band o f exiles on the shores of

Lake Geneva in 1665 and developed a plan to solicit support from the Dutch.
Unfortunately, Sidney’s cantankerous personality undermined the unity of the exiles.
Furthermore, the Dutch were reluctant to get involved in Sidney’s schemes of rebellion,
for they feared that a diversion of Dutch troops and the threat o f a republican movement

63 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 8.
64 Houston, Sidney. 35.
65 Houston, Sidney, 36.
66 Brown, “Noble Republican,” 13.
67 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 9.
68 Houston, Sidney, 38.
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in northern Europe would prompt a French attack on Holland.69 So, ironically, Sidney’s
Dutch conspirators suggested he turn to the French for support.70
Sidney arrived in Paris in May 1666. He appealed to Louis XIV for a hundred
thousand crowns71 and military support for his scheme, but was offered only an
inconsiderable amount o f money and the promise of further aid if the rebels could show
they had a chance at success. Sidney’s willingness to make this journey suggest both his
desperation and his utter lack o f understanding of French politics.

'j'j

Louis XIV had no

real interest in the creation o f an English republic. The French monarch’s only goal
regarding England was to render that country weak and dependent so he would be free to
act as he wished on the Continent.73
During the same period Sidney was busy writing his first political treatise, Court
Maxims. Refuted and Refelled. Maxims has been labeled a piece o f propaganda which
“seeks to accommodate a savagely rhetorical indictment of the Restoration regime, and a
venomous incitement to resistance, within a stately and leisurely literary form.74 The
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

work was never published and the “surviving manuscript is ungainly and incomplete.”

7S

The purpose o f the treatise was to convince English republicans and the Dutch or the
French that they all shared a common interest in advancing republicanism. The
arguments in Maxims, however, were too abstract for Sidney’s purposes. The work does
reveal two things about his intellect, though: he thought o f local or specific circumstances

69 Houston, Sidney. 39.
70 Houston, Sidney, 38.
71 Houston, Sidney, 37.
72 Houston, Sidney, 38.
73 Worden, “Commonwealth Kidney,” 9.
74 Brown, Review, 13.
75 Houston, Sidney, 41.
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in global terms and how they would effect in international politics, and he wanted to
legitimize his actions and mobilize the support of others by writing a political treatise.
Charles II viewed Sidney with suspicion, believing him to be “an inveterate
republican ideologue.”76 While Sidney was in exile, he apparently escaped a few
assassination attempts. Historians cannot say how many o f these attempts were made.
Some claim there were two, while others argue that in 1665 the English government
dispatched ten assassins to Germany who were never able to locate Sidney.77 During his
exile Sidney often complained of the vindictive hatred with which his enemies pursued
him.78 In 1666, after his failure with his rebellion plot, Sidney retired to southern France
for eleven years.79
Between 1667 and 1677 he was essentially invisible— a clear or convincing
portrait o f his life during this period is virtually impossible to obtain.80 In 1673, King
Charles granted him a visa to return to England. The reasons for Charles’s change of
heart were unclear, as were the reasons Sidney did not use the pass.

o1

Some historians

speculated that he was “tricked by his relations into deciding to stay abroad.” In any
case, Sidney did not return to England until 1677.
In the end, he returned to his homeland for personal, not political, reasons. 82 He
•

•

wanted to see his friends, restore his inheritance, and render “summe service unto my old
father,” who was ill. He had to obtain permission from Charles a second time before
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reentering the country.83 His visa was valid for six months, and he received it only after
he made elaborate and sincere promises to stay out of politics.84 He believed his political
life to be over and had intended his stay in England to be only temporary but, because of
some unfortunate circumstances, he was forced to stay permanently.

or

He was arrested
O /f

for debt almost immediately upon his return and remained in prison for six months.
This arrest was the result o f an action brought against Sidney by Strangford, his brother
in law with whom Sidney had had financial disagreements.
While in prison, his father passed away, and Sidney got involved in a legal
dispute with his family. His father had bequeathed to Algernon and his younger brother
the bulk o f his estate. Algernon’s older brother, Philip, contested his father’s will and
refused to give Algernon his rightful inheritance. Rather than settle with his brother out
o f court, Algernon decided to “pursue his precise legal rights in the matter to the
(literally) bitter end.” He ultimately won his case but not esteem from his relatives. The
legal battle showed the side of Sidney that caused one of his relatives to wonder in 1681
why “nobody shoots him.”

0*7

The battle not only exacerbated the rift which already

existed between Algernon and Philip, but also created one between Algernon and his
younger brother Henry, because Henry wanted an amicable settlement with his older
brother.
The Exclusion Crisis o f 1678-81 prompted Sidney’s return to politics. Charles
II’s brother James, Duke o f York, was a known Catholic. Hence, there was a
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parliamentary campaign to exclude the duke from the throne.

OQ

Sidney backed the view

that James be allowed to assume the throne but that his powers be circumscribed. The
crisis continued until the king prorogued Parliament at Oxford in 1681. During this
period Sidney was involved in various political activities.
In 1678 he received the first o f his payments from the French ambassador
•

•

Barillon, who sought to develop a network o f influence within Parliament.

RQ

These

payments would be a subject of controversy surrounding Sidney that continues even
today. For the past three hundred years, Whigs have asked how “the ‘British Brutus’
[could] have been on the payroll o f England’s greatest rival?”90 According to Barillon,
Sidney was a useful tool for advancing Louis XIV’s plan “to prevent England from being
re-united by an accommodation between his Britannick majesty and his parliament.”91
To Sidney, the French ambassador was an important ally in the undeclared war against
the union of the Stuart and Orange monarchies. Far from being an instrument of
Barillon, Sidney had hoped to use his contacts with him to convince the French monarch
that his refusal to help the English exiles in 1666 had been a mistake, and actually
believed the ambassador to be an unrefined clod with little knowledge of English
politics.

Q?

The most interesting question surrounding this issue was not why Sidney

worked with the French, but why he thought their goals corresponded with his own.
Sidney was also involved with William Penn in trying to formulate a constitution
for Penn’s colony in America during 1681. The activity resulted in a falling-out between
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the longtime friends. Apparently, Penn’s backers caused him to “deviate markedly” from
his own ideas in favor o f a government more to their liking.93 Penn created much
stronger governorship than had originally been planned.94 Sidney objected to this
concentration o f power and to the creation of an unalterable constitution and accused
Penn behind his back of having had “a good Count[r]y but the basest laws in the world,
not to be endured or lived under, and that the Turk was not more absolute” than Penn. “If
it be true,” Penn wrote, “I shall be sorry we were ever so well acquainted.”95
Sidney ran for Parliament four times between 1678 and 1681. Standing for
Guildford in 1678, he lost under suspicious circumstances. It was rumored that “electoral
intrigue” had been used to defeat Sidney.96 In 1679 he stood for Bramber, but withdrew
when his brother, Henry, decided to run against him. In 1680 he was elected to represent
•

Agmnondesham, and Parliament twice voided his election.

07

When he ran for the same

borough in 1681 for a seat in the Oxford Parliament, he was again defeated “through
sham elections.”
Though Sidney was not elected to the Oxford parliament, he wrote to a friend that
he was pleased that “Parliament-Men are for the most part chosen by the Parties most
contrary to the Court.”99 Opposition to the court was so stiff that Charles dissolved the
Oxford Parliament eight days after it was assembled and resolved never to call another.
In light o f this “despotism,” republicans believed they had the right to resist by force
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what in their view was a threat to their lives, liberty, property and religion.100 Sidney
became actively involved in this resistance movement.
At least five, if not six, plots against the monarchy were known to exist in 1683.
Sidney was a member o f what was known as the “Council of Six.” The other five
members were Lords Monmouth (son of Charles II), Russell, Essex, Howard, and
Hampden. Because of his fractious disposition, Sidney’s membership on the council
made consensus unattainable.101 The more conservative members had hoped that an
accommodation between the king and parliament could be achieved. Sidney and the
other radical members had their hearts set on a commonwealth.

1O'?

The division in the

council was partly responsible for the failure o f the planned rebellion, but Sidney himself
could take some credit. Once he discovered that some of the members did not favor a
commonwealth, he did his best to subvert the scheme.
The Council o f Six was among the less radical organizations attempting to
overthrow the monarchy in the early 1680s. Underneath the council was a second tier of
rebels, a “band of desperadoes,” a “less-distinguished collection o f conspirators from the
traditionally disaffected and Leveller territories in London.”

1 A 'l

These were the men who

created the Rye House Plot, the plan to assassinate Charles II and the Duke o f York as
they passed the Rye House on their return from Newmarket. The relationship between
these rebels and the council was tenuous at best, and the two groups clashed repeatedly
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over almost all issues related to the monarchy.104 For strategic reasons, however, the
rebels emphasized their links to the Council of Six.105
The Rye House Plot failed in 1682 and 1683, either because there were not
enough volunteers, or because Charles did not leave Newmarket when planned. The plan
became known to the government and the “thread by which a whole tangle of
conspiracies was unrivalled,” ultimately leading to the arrest of Sidney and the other
council members.106 Although it is not known whether Sidney had knowledge o f or
involvement in the Rye House Plot, there is little doubt that he did have plans for
•

rebellion.

107

On June 25, 1683, he was arrested.

Much has been made of the injustice o f Sidney’s trial, a good deal of which came
from the pen o f Sidney himself. He was refused counsel, a copy o f the indictment, and
notice of the statute.10® The trial lasted one full day, from 10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m .109
He was not given the opportunity to make his statement. The jury was not of his peers:
some were not freeholders, and some were the king’s servants.110 Most o f the jurors were
from the class o f municipal artisans.111 Since the prosecution could not round up two
witnesses against him (the necessary number to convict a citizen o f treason), the recently
discovered Discourses Concerning Government was used, in effect, as the second
witness.112 The government alleged that “enough proof o f Algernon’s state o f mind”
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existed to convict him as a dissident republican “who would never be the loyal subject of
5? 1 13

a king.”

Sidney was convicted of treason and sentenced to death.

During the twelve days between his sentencing and his execution, Sidney wrote
two short works: Apology and Last Paper. Both affirmed Sidney’s political principles,
but mentions o f Discourses were ambiguous and the origins o f the book are uncertain.
Some allege that Sidney was merely revising another author’s work. Most historians
believe that Sidney was the original author and that he had written Discourses in the early
1680s in response to Sir Robert Filmer’s Patriarcha.114 Discourses was not published
until after Sidney’s death, and Sidney probably had never intended it to be published at
all. In Apology he claimed that the work was not finished and probably never would
have been if he had the chance.115
As with most martyrs, Sidney had the opportunity to save his own life on the eve
o f his execution by making the “unreasonable and indecent” trade-off o f confession for
freedom. But damage to Sidney’s reputation would be “worse than ruine” to him.116 The
Whigs lobbied vigorously for his pardon, fearing the legal implications o f the use of
Sidney’s private papers as a witness against him.117 Without being able to obtain
Sidney’s confession, the crown had no choice but to allow his execution to proceed.
Political turmoil and plots o f rebellion surrounded the monarchy, but Sidney’s execution
enabled it to humble its opponents while raising the spirits o f supporters.
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On December 7, 1683, Algernon Sidney was beheaded. Throughout his life he
had clung intrepidly to the republican principles that sent him into exile and ultimately to
his death. Life for Sidney was meaningless without the battle for advancement o f justice.
9

Sidney faced his death stoically. He had the courage of his convictions, and he had not
wavered when fighting for principle. On the scaffold Sidney lamented, “we live in an
age that makes truth pass for treason.” Sidney could not have known that, in another age,
Discourses would become a major influence on a group o f men who would put his
principles into practice.

CHAPTER TWO
The Virtues of a Commonwealth: Algernon Sidney’s Political Thought
Algernon Sidney’s political tracts reflected the turmoil of seventeenth century
British politics. Sidney’s goal in writing Discourses Concerning Government was to set
forth a comprehensive argument disproving the theory o f Sir Robert Filmer. In
Patriarcha. Filmer attempted to justify the divine right of kings and absolute monarchy.
With his refutation of Filmer’s ideas, Sidney also presented a cogent theory of
republicanism and a concept of the right to rebellion that would become very compelling
to Americans in 1776.
I.

Patriarcha: a Summary
Sir Robert Filmer (1588-1653) probably wrote Patriarcha over a period o f years

before the English Civil War, but the exact date of authorship is unknown.119 Claims that
Sidney was arguing specifically against Patriarcha are not definite because Filmer’s work
was not published until 1680. But Filmer’s theories were widely known and accepted,
having been published in pamphlets and other short works during his lifetime. While
Filmer’s ideas on absolute monarchy and divine right were not original, they were the
most comprehensive of that period.120 Therefore, Filmer’s theories became the target for
many seventeenth-century philosophers, Sidney included.
In his writings, Filmer drew heavily from Jean Bodin and the Bible. Almost all of
Filmer’s concepts were elaborations o f Bodin’s. Principle among these ideas was the
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notion that paternalism was natural to man.121 No one was bom free. Everyone was bom
into a family and subject to its head, the father. Since families formed the first
communities, humans were not citizens with equal rights. Filmer argued that the book of
Genesis showed that the first fathers mled as kings over their families and, because in
those times some men did in fact live for hundreds of years (according to Filmer), their
families grew very large, making them political communities. Power over the family,
therefore, did not originate from consent o f the subjects, and this power was passed to the
father’s successor through primogeniture.122
The coercive power of mlers had been unnecessary until Adam’s fall, claimed
Filmer. Patriarchal authority was divine, derived from God. Paternal power over the
family was natural, and God was the author of nature. God had given the world to Adam,
whose descendants inherited his power by right of primogeniture. Thus, Filmer claimed,
the idea that the first societies were self-governing democracies of free and equal citizens
was historically false. Even if Adam’s direct descendants could not be located, there was
no need to find them because God had instituted primogeniture.

10%

The origin of Filmer’s state was the family as dictated by God. The king’s power
came not from the consent o f his subjects, but from God alone. The state was a family,
and the king its father. Kings were only accountable to God and could never be resisted
by their subjects.124 Kings should, of course, rule for the public good, but even if they
did not, their subjects could never use force against them.125 The king, not his subjects or
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Parliament, was the only sovereign in the state. Filmer argued that a limited sovereign
was a contradiction in terms, and divided sovereignty could lead only to anarchy. The
sovereign had to be absolute and indivisible.126
Because Filmer’s kings held divine sovereign power, all rights and privileges of
subjects depended entirely upon the royal will. Therefore, Parliament was wholly
subordinate to the king.127 The key mark o f sovereignty was the power to make
law.

19 R

The king alone could make laws in Parliament, while the House of Lords could

advise and the Commons had only the authority to consent.

*j(\
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The monarch himself was

not subject to his laws, although his own directives would guide a wise king.130
Filmer saw many flaws in republican theory. He drew from examples in Roman
history to demonstrate the disastrous consequences o f democracy. Furthermore,
republican theorists often unjustly excluded a large number of free and equal citizens
from power, because when discussing “the people” they usually meant only the rich,
well-born portion o f the population. Thus, a substantial number o f people could be bound
by the dictates of a few without their consent. In addition, if free and equal people held
power, no decision could be made unless each was consulted - a nearly impossible
procedure. If republicans conceded that children were politically subject to their father,
the need to consult the youth could be avoided. But this admission would destroy the
basis o f original popular sovereignty, for if people were bom into political subjection to
their fathers, they were not bom free and equal. 131
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Hence, Filmer saw the only proper form of government to be absolute monarchy.
An undivided sovereign would make law, avoiding the confusion o f republicanism.
Furthermore, this was the system dictated by God; thus, government could not properly
exist in any other form.
II.

Sidney’s Theory
Sidney’s ideas, like Filmer’s, had their bases in man’s relationship with God, but

Sidney believed that the only absolute obedience man owed was to God, not to any man.
Although man was corrupted by the Fall, all people had reason, which was a particle of
the nature o f God. The reasonable part of man’s nature endowed him with the capability
of self-government. Sidney’s theory “assumed the existence o f distinct faculties or
compartments of the personality that could be labeled ‘reason’ and ‘the passions,’ and
•
1'i')
that were at constant war with each other.”

The function o f the rule o f reason was to

provide a technique for making decisions that enabled a person to overcome his passions.
Every individual was responsible for his or her own actions, and within each
individual the reasonable and sinful parts of his or her nature competed. Humankind had
the opportunity to rule itself in accordance with reason rather than sin, thus in accordance
with the nature o f God rather than that o f the devil.133 By subjecting everyone to the rule
of one man, Filmer was subjecting them to the potential rule o f sin. Sin came from
ignorance; the difference between reason and passion was not a difference between fixed
elements o f good and evil but one o f human knowledge. Rule by reason moved man
closer to God and thus closer to m an’s original nature before the Fall. Unlike Filmer,
Sidney viewed the Fall metaphysically, as a moral challenge rather than a “finished
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historical event.” Sidney believed that mankind naturally pursued redemption from the
Fall to return to its original nature.134
Sidney argued that man in his primitive state was incapable of self-government
due to ignorance. Primitive man lacked the beliefs, social conventions, and material and
intellectual resources necessary to collective life. In certain fundamental aspects, man
had improved since God had created him. Although human nature was essentially the
same since creation, the possibilities for human action had been altered.
The baseness of human nature was illustrated in the “bestial barbarity in which
many nations, especially o f Africa, America, and Asia now live.”

1 'IS

But civilization

allowed the growth o f knowledge and thus reason necessary for self-government. Reason
created general, procedural guidelines rather than specific or substantive rules. To
Sidney, “societies may institute such an order or form o f government as best pleases
themselves; and if the ends o f government are obtained, they all equally follow the voice
o f nature in constituting them.”136 Sidney believed that all men were bom free and equal;
no man was bom a natural subject. Every man was bom independent: “that which is
dominion, if in one, when ‘tis equally divided among all men, is that universal liberty
which I assert.”

He set forth two aspects of liberty. First, liberty was “an exemption

from the dominion of another.” Second, liberty was natural, “written in the heart of every
Man.” Sidney drew a distinction between liberty and licentiousness. This distinction
was connected to the relationship between reason and passion: free men were led by
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reason, while slaves were dominated by their passions. Liberty was a prerequisite to selfgovernment: “the liberty asserted is not a licentiousness of doing what is pleasing to
everyone against the command o f God, but an exemption from all human laws, to which
they have not given their assent.”138 Politically, freedom was possible only when reason,
not passion, governed decision-making. Thus, the “temporal good of all men consists in
the preservation o f [liberty].”

1

Sidney flatly rejected Filmer’s theory of patriarchalism. To begin with, “The
Creation is exactly described in the Scripture; but we know so little o f what passed
between the finishing o f it and the Flood” that it was impossible to argue that God had
intended the Bible to give a record o f the succession o f Adam’s dominion.140
Furthermore, God had created men to be free, to use the faculty of reason to lead their
lives. Second, experience showed that fathers were capable of abusing their power and
had thus “long since bin much restrain’d in all civilized Nations.”141 Finally, paternal
power was neither heritable or transferable: “The character o f a Father is indelible, and
incommunicable.”142 Hence, a monarch had no right to assume patriarchal authority:
“we may justly conclude that God having never given the whole world to be governed by
one m an.. .The right o f paternity as to dominion is at an end.. .No man can be my father
but he that did beget me.”143 Paternal and political power were distinct and separate.
Government, Sidney asserted, must be founded on consent o f the governed.
Government was instituted by “every people, by joining civil society, and creating
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magistrates, [to] seek its own good.”144 Sidney did not believe, as Locke did, that
protection of property was a main function o f government. To Sidney property was a
consequence of, not a basis for, freedom. Thus, the requirements for the legitimacy of
government were different for Sidney and Locke. For both theorists, a government was
legitimate only if it was good for its citizenry. But Sidney’s theory held that government
was the instrument that allowed men who were striving toward different goals to gather
together in society and be guided by the public good towards God.
Government was not to restrain mankind’s sin but to increase the good of
mankind: “If the public safety be provided, liberty and propriety secured, justice
administered, virtue encouraged, vice suppressed, and the true interest o f the nation
advanced, the ends of government are accomplished.”145 The goals o f government were
established by men, not God. Consent was legitimate only if there existed the
opportunity for not consenting. Humans could not be coerced into accepting a
government. Political obedience was owed only to a system which exercised its power
for the public good. The consent o f a free people could justify only a government that
ruled for the public good. Sidney’s theory did not contain a religious covenant. God had
provided the foundation for government by making men free, then he had relinquished
control. Without any direct intervention by God, man’s natural equality eliminated the
possibility that any one man may have superior virtue to justify his holding absolute
power.
Sidney saw every individual life as a moral drama, an attempt to undo the
consequences o f the Fall. Thus politics was a moral science with a primary role to play
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in this drama, making government crucial to redemption. Filmer denied this role to the
state, therefore denying people the opportunity for improvement. Sidney argued that
proper institutional authority was critical to fostering freedom. To Sidney, a crucial role
for the state was to make people free, to foster the political and religious betterment of
f

the citizens—a positive liberty. By consenting to join a political system governed by
reason and virtue, people joined a system which restrained the passionate part o f their
nature. The result would be a minimization of sin and a maximization of good, moving
society and its citizens closer to God. This movement was the sole purpose o f politics.
An individual in Sidney’s republic still retained power over himself, keeping “to
himself the right of ordering according to his own will all things merely relating to
himself, and o f doing what he pleases in that which he does for his own sake.” This
power was negative liberty: “he is a free man who lives as best pleases himself, under
Laws made by his own consent.”146 Hence, the nature and extent o f a man’s power over
his own life was deeply affected by the political institutions under which he lived.
Virtue and corruption played key roles in Sidney’s theory o f the state. His aim
was to prove that absolute monarchy could not avoid corruption, while republicanism
inevitably fostered virtue. A corrupt nation had the least resistance to the court politics
that were such a problem during Sidney’s lifetime. To Sidney, corruption was the change
in human nature brought about by the Fall. Because man was corrupt by nature, virtue
could only come about by the repression o f human nature. Discipline and control would
have to be cultivated by temperance and moderation. Corruption was, o f course,
unavoidable, but the best political system would limit the role corruption could play in
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public life. The hereditary nature of monarchy allowed corruption to flourish.
Succession was uncertain because it went to the next in line without consideration of
qualifications, and such uncertainties led to a potentially unstable political system.
Such uncertainties included the confusion that often arose with succession.
Competitors for the crown made it impossible for one to know to whom allegiance was
owed. Sidney believed that laws of inheritance, such as primogeniture, were municipal,
not natural. Furthermore, these laws were often ambiguous. Without any clear rules or
evidence, inheritance could only occur by conquest and power. Finally, private interests
ruled an absolute monarch, making this form of government even more unstable and
corrupt. Sidney believed that the proper form of government was one in which every one
had his right place, office, or work, rather than one which gave one person the
responsibility o f the entire government.
Sidney placed great importance on the military aspect o f government, often using
the ancient Roman republic as his model. He argued that the private interest that ruled
absolute monarchy also affected soldiers. Fighting for the state was fighting for someone
else, and victory added strength to the monarch, increasing the slavery o f the citizens.
Thus, kingdoms often became dependent on mercenaries. Because republics provided
citizens with the greatest liberty, the spirit of dedication to the common good was greater,
hence soldiers in a republic would be far more capable than those under an absolute
monarch and there would be no need for mercenaries.
Sidney is most remembered for his concept o f legitimacy for political change,
more specifically, rebellion. Some have said that the “Discourses was, in short, rather
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about the necessity for changing or overthrowing government than about government in a
peaceful age.”147 Sidney argued that “seditions, tumults, and wars” were not always bad
things. The key questions were whether an uprising was just or unjust, necessary or
unnecessary. Rebellion, Sidney claimed, was not always evil. Further, the word was
often used improperly. The work rebellion, he explained, came from the Latin
“rebellare,” which meant “to renew a war.”148 Thus, unless there was an original state of
war between the people and their government, the term should not be used.149
Sidney went to great lengths to justify rebellion. “Seditions, tumults, and wars”
were sometimes necessary to protect an innocent citizenry from an absolute monarch who
exceeded his bounds of power. Sidney asserted that the “people have not merely a right
but also an obligation to disobey bad laws and to depose or kill a tyrant.”150 To Sidney
there were so many things worse than resistance it seemed impossible that the right to
rebellion could be denied. Often political institutions outgrew their usefulness or laws
became outdated due to inevitable flaws in human reason. Thus, “No law made by man
can be perfect, and there must be in every Nation a power o f correcting such defects as in
time may arise.”151 This power was the right to rebel, and this right applied at all times to
protect the citizenry.
Because the people were sovereign and could set up whatever form of
government they chose, because government rested on consent, and because a king was
no longer a king when he disobeyed the law, the people were the only tribunal in which
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the decision o f whether to rebel may be made. Only the people had the moral authority
and insight needed to judge whether or not these changes would be in the public interest.
For example, Sidney wrote, “A Physician does not exercise his Art for himself, but for
his patients, and when I am or think I shall be sick, I send for him of whom I have the
best opinion, that he may help me to recover, or preserve my health; but I lay him aside if
I find him to be negligent, ignorant, or unfaithful; and it would be ridiculous for him to
say, I make myself judge in my own case, for I only, or such as I shall consult, am fit to
be the judge o f it.”152
Because every man had “common sense and the light o f nature,” so every man
could and ought to judge the conduct of his government.

■I r - j

Constitutional forms should

be followed only if properly instituted. If these forms were contrary to the laws of God
and nature, rebellion was necessary. Societies founded on good principles, Sidney
argued, would progress, changing in a positive direction. Hence the need for some
mechanism for change within a government to amend past mistakes. Besides the need to
resolve past mistakes, change also was the way to deal with the growth o f corruption:
“corruption in a healthy order can become the most effective way o f energizing social
and constitutional change, o f preventing social and constitutional abuses,.. .a warranty of
limited, progressive government.”154 Far from being evil, rebellion was a sign of
progress, of a healthy political system that was moving closer to God.
Because rebellion was the tool o f progress, Sidney believed that it was the key to
the success o f a political system. He claimed “the Rights and Liberties of a nation must
be utterly subverted and abolished, if the power of the whole may not be employed to
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assert them, or punish the violation of them. But as it is the fundamental Right o f every
Nation to be governed by such Laws, in such manner, and by such persons as they think
most conducing to their own good, they cannot be accountable to any but themselves for
what they do in that most important affair.”155 All political systems were imperfect,
based on consent and open to revision depending on the changing needs of its citizenry.
To Sidney, rebellion was merely a “trial by force.. .when other ways are ineffectual.”156
The right o f revolution was a necessary element o f any theory o f legitimate
government, because in certain situations only rebellion could ensure that governmental
power was limited and used according to law and not arbitrary will. Rebellion could only
\

be used when all forms o f legal recourse had been exhausted, and only in the face o f a
pattern of abuse. Resistance was justified whenever it was used against those who would
replace the freedom o f consent and law with the slavery of force and will.
To that end, Sidney believed “There m ust.. .be a right o f proceeding judicially or
extrajudicially against all persons who transgress the Laws; or else those Laws, and the
Societies that should subsist by them, cannot stand; and the ends for which Governments
are constituted, together with the Governments themselves, must be overthrown.”157
Tyranny could be opposed because it replaced law with force, creating a state of
war between the government and the people. In these circumstances, it was the
government, not the people, who was rebelling. There were three different situations
which necessitated rebellion: First when one or several persons take upon themselves
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rule to which they are not entitled; second, when they continue in office longer than they
should; third, and most important, when magistrates assume powers not theirs under the
laws.
Unlike most seventeenth-century theorists, Sidney argued that historical claims
were irrelevant to the question of a government’s legitimacy. No man, wrote Sidney, “or
number of Men was ever obliged to continue in the errors of his predecessors. The
authority of Custom as well as of Law .. .consists only in its rectitude. And the same
reason which may have induced one or more Nations to create Kings, when they knew no
other form of Government, may not only induce them to set up another, if that be found
inconvenient to them, but proves that they may as justly do so, as remove a man who
performs not what is expected o f him.”

1^8

Sidney argued that legitimate law was not established by precedent, but by equity
and justice. The rectitude o f law could best be established not by a single individual but
by a popular assembly, which would act in the public interest rather than self-interest.
Sidney’s theory of law was illustrated in his concept of juries. As long as juries were
independent and considered able to judge matters o f law as well as fact, they could
prevent the courts from being used as instruments of oppression. Each jurist had the
ability to judge the rectitude. Laws must be plain and clear so that “every man may
understand them if he will.”159
The function o f law was to restrain human fallibility and wickedness. Putting a
fallible individual, such as an absolute monarch, above the law would have the opposite
effect. The law provided a regular and regulated method by which men could be
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prevented from harming each other. Corruption was not licentiousness but a deviation
from the law. Thus the virtue o f a magistrate was linked to his ability to adhere to an
externally provided set o f rules.
Sidney was arguing against seventeenth-century English common law, which was
impossible to understand without a lawyer. Sidney believed that by making law
unintelligible to the common man, lawyers could charge unreasonable and excessive fees
and the king could exercise his power unrestrained. The Magna Charta was Sidney’s key
to the rule of law. The Magna Charta allowed England to create and limit the powers of
the magistrates; the king ruled by law and could change no law. It was Parliament that
made the law.
Sidney had great regard for the “Gothic Polity,” the form o f government that
existed in England from the fall of Rome until the sixteenth century. The Gothic Polity
dictated a form of aristocratic rule. The key to the problems in English society, Sidney
argued, was the fall of the Gothic Polity, which had rested on a balance between the
monarchy and the nobility - the two leading estates. The Saxons, who had instituted the
Gothic Polity, had all been ennobled by conquering England, a great country. Thus the
nobility had consisted o f the whole Saxon people, who had the right to participate in
government. The nobility and the people were identical.
The collapse o f the feudal balance between the king and the nobility had brought
on absolute monarchy. The collapse had begun around the time o f the death o f Henry V
in 1422 because too much power had been placed with the monarchy. The restoration o f
the feudal balance was impossible.160 The collapse of the balance was what made
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republicanism necessary. During the reign o f feudalism, due to the Magna Charta, “the
English Nation has always bin governed by itself or its Representatives.”161 The English
people had been historically sovereign. The concentration of power in the hands of the
monarchy came about when Henry V ’s successors realized that the only way to increase
their own power and independence was to decrease that o f the nobility. The lives of
noblemen became centered around the court, based on a system o f carrots and sticks. A
court culture was created in which “those are looked upon as the Gallantest men who
spend most on house keeping cloths liveries Coaches and profuse gameing.”

1 f\0

The

destruction of English liberty had renewed and deepened since 1660.
Sidney appeared to concede that an absolute, hereditary monarchy would be
acceptable if one man could be found who “hath more virtue, understanding, industry and
valour than a whole nation,” and if it could be ensured that those qualities would be
“transmitted to his posterity.”163 But other elements of Sidney’s theory abrogated this
latter position. No men with these qualities had existed since Moses, Sidney claimed,
and the natural equality of men eliminated the possibility that anyone might have enough
virtue to justify absolute dominion over all.
Part o f the problem of absolute monarchy, Sidney asserted, was that it poisoned
the world because people had incentive to betray each other. Since a monarch feared
virtue, he naturally gave power to “those who have no such dangerous qualities.. .These
men having neither will nor knowledge to do good.. .[have] no end.. .of devices and
tricks to gain supplies.”164 Without the complete separation of the private sphere from
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the public, political participation was impossible. Too many o f the policies o f an
absolute monarch were designed to reduce the citizenry into passive obedience. Absolute
monarchy sacrificed the public interest to the private interest o f one man. Civic virtue
came from the knowledge that the majority of private interests were encompassed in the
public interest.
Due to the corrupt nature o f man, an absolute monarchy was the worst possible
form o f government, rooted in egoism, imperfection, and fallibility. Even the best of
kings were “subject to mistakes and passions,” while the worst “declare their contempt of
all human divine Laws.”165 Absolute monarchy gave free rein to the passions of
monarchs, resulting in the reduction o f entire nations to states of corruption. By
concentrating power in the hands of one person, absolute monarchy created weakness and
instability, not authority and strength. While an absolute monarch, like all men, was
subject to the corrupting influence of his passions, unlike everyone else he had the power
to act on his passions. The effects of corruption could never be avoided. Because o f the
nature o f man and the nature o f absolute monarchy, such a government would inevitably
degenerate into tyranny.
One of the problems inherent in absolute monarchy was that of succession. The
uncertainty o f royal succession made any such political system unstable. Wars over
succession had made the history o f monarchies one o f political strife. Even if a king was
virtuous, there was never a guarantee that his virtues would be passed on to his hereditary
successor.
One of the worst effects o f absolute monarchy was the destruction o f martial valor
so essential to Sidney’s idea of a successful political order. This destruction came about
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because o f the inevitable conflict between the private interest of the monarch and the
public interest o f the citizenry. This conflict led monarchs to destroy any vestige of
independence in their kingdom. The same conflict made a king’s subjects reluctant to aid
him in times o f crisis because they feared the strengthening of the very power that
oppressed them. The inability to gain aid from the citizenry caused kings to seek military
help elsewhere, namely in mercenaries. “Mercenary Soldiers,” Sidney argued, “always
want Fidelity or Courage, and most commonly both... [preferring] Gain before Right.”166
Mercenary armies often violated the public trust.
While he did not set forth a comprehensive theory of the ideal state, some basic
building blocks could be found in Sidney’s work. Although he supported the right to
rebel, Sidney believed that stability was necessary to a strong state. Absolute monarchy
was unstable because it left society subject to the will o f one man. The means to
stability, Sidney argued, was the establishment o f a free state. Free governments
produced better men for leadership, fostering civic virtue.
Taking his cue from the classical republics, Sidney believed that civic virtue was
the most important requirement for a free, stable society. Sidney’s idea o f civic virtue
did not consist o f a virtuous devotion to the public interest. Civic virtue was the
recognition that most private interests were encompassed in the public interest, and the
ability to distinguish between the private interests in harmony with the public interest and
those that conflicted with it. Thus self-interest was the strongest foundation for civic
virtue. A commonwealth was the only form o f government that could prompt men to act
in the public interest, because a commonwealth gave men an active role in the
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articulation and preservation o f the public interest. Liberty was the “mother and nurse”
o f all the virtues - moral, civil, and military.167 However, Sidney failed to provide a
theory to explain how individual judgment of the public interest was possible. This lack
o f specifics was probably due to the homogeneity of seventeenth-century England - at
least among those with the franchise. Because the interests of British citizens were
similar, Sidney probably assumed that communication o f interests between a
constituency and its representatives would be a simple matter.
To check the power o f the “supreme Magistrates,” Sidney advocated “dividing
and balancing the powers o f.. .Government,”

This idea came from his perception of the

balance o f powers o f feudal England. Sidney argued that “there never was a good
government in the world which did not consist of the three simple species of monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy.”169 Neither the king nor any other magistrate could have any
prerogative powers whatsoever. Magistrates were empowered only to execute the law.
Parliament’s legislative power “must be essentially and radically in the People” as an
expression o f their sovereign power.
Sidney preferred a republic over a mixed monarchy. He did not want to abolish
the nobility, but rather sought to redefine it. Sidney advocated annual or at least rotating
magistracies, with no official being elected for life. His ideal state would not have a
House of Lords. A senate would contain the aristocratic element o f the state. A general
assembly would contain the people’s delegates and constitute the democratic element in
the state. The power o f Parliament derived not from charters given by king and council
but from the whole people who delegated to it the right of making laws. Because all
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power rested with the people, this body would ultimately have the highest authority, but
actual administration should be dominated by the aristocratic element. Sidney believed
that in mixed states headed by the aristocratic element, fewer mistakes were made in the
choice o f leaders and purity o f manners was better preserved than in states dominated by
the democratic element.170
One o f Sidney’s foundations for a free state was popular sovereignty. The
citizenship of his ideal state would consist of all gentlemen, the freeholders, and certain
classes from the towns. States in which legislators were chosen by frequent elections
fostered great and able men. Sidney preferred that the franchise go to men of property
because he believed they would be less likely to give in to corrupt influences: “no man,
whilst he is a Servant, can be a Member o f a Commonwealth; for he that is not in his own
*

power, cannot have a part in the Government o f others.”

171

The closer the connection

between legislator and people, the stronger the nation. While the people delegated some
power to their representatives in Parliament, the people retained more power in
themselves than they gave up.
Sidney saw three tools that would ensure Parliament “does ever participate in the
present temper o f the People.

177

The first was equal subjection to the law, which

provided a check on Parliamentary misbehavior by linking the interests o f representatives
and their constituents.. The second was annual parliaments, which had been proven a
necessity with the Long Parliament and the Exclusion Parliaments during the seventeenth
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century. The third was frequent elections, which allowed for a more sophisticated level
of communication concerning the public interest.
The final but no less important foundation for Sidney’s ideal state was the
cultivation of the military. Throughout his writings Sidney made a distinction between
the virtue o f martial valor and the corruption o f weakness and effeminacy. Martial valor
required personal discipline, had symbolic value, and was instrumental to the
preservation o f liberty. A nation’s strength was an indication o f its virtue. A weak nation
was inherently corrupt. Martial valor was a necessary precondition to the preservation of
freedom due to both domestic and international factors. The value o f peace was relative
to a nation’s constitution and to the international threats facing it. Sidney wrote that
“experience teaching us that those only can be safe who are strong; and that no People
was ever well defended, but those who fought for themselves; the best Judges of these
matters have always given the preference to those Constitutions that principally intend
War, and make use o f Trade as assisting to that end; and think it better to aim at conquest,
rather than simply to stand upon their own defense.”173
Besides international threats, the state faced domestic dangers, particularly
corrupt magistracy. Republics best fostered the “increase o f courage, number, and
strength” from which great armies were formed.174 Republics provided people with the
greatest spirit o f dedication to the common good, consequently the greatest military
capability. Sidney described four basic types of commonwealth: those designed for wars
o f conquest; wars for defense; war and trade; and peace and trade. Sidney favored those
designed for wars o f conquest.
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Sidney believed that there was no one natural or universally valid form of
government. To receive the consent o f a free people a government had to meet a few
minimum requirements: it had to have limited powers, be governed by reason and law, be
capable o f advancing the public interest, be responsive to the will of the people, and
address the problems caused by human corruption. Sidney’s conclusion was that a mixed
government was the only form which could meet these requirements.
He argued that commonwealths were relatively free from corruption and
weakness. The end o f the commonwealth was the equal preservation o f man’s natural
rights o f life, liberty, lands, and goods. Republics can withstand “seditions, tumults, and
war,” and even

become the healthier for the strife. The history o f government and

humanity was one of progress by moving closer to God.
III.

Sidney and the European Enlightenment
Sidney’s political theory was a bridge between Machiavellian theory and Lockean

liberalism. In many ways, Sidney took old ideas and modified them to fit the time in
which he lived. Sidney also formulated new ideas o f his own that fit well with natural
law and republican theory. A study of Sidney’s thought within the framework o f other
political theorists of the era can provide a better understanding o f seventeenth-century
European thought.
Sidney and Machiavelli
Sidney often quoted Machiavelli in the Discourses, although scholars disagree on
the extent of Machiavelli’s influence on Sidney. Machiavelli’s most famous work, The
Prince (1532), outlined his theory on the nature of the government necessary to deal with
the problems of his time. Machiavelli’s The Discourses extolled the virtues of
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democracy and constitutional government, setting forth a theory o f a mixed republic as
the ideal form of government.
Like Sidney’s Discourses, The Prince was not a comprehensive theory but was
written in response to the political exigencies of the moment. Neither theorist believed in
divine right, but unlike Sidney’s Discourses, The Prince was concerned more with the
flow o f power than with justice. Observing the disorder arising out o f the as yet
unconsolidated Italian city-states, Machiavelli wanted a strong leader whose main
purpose would be to restore order. Machiavelli’s The Discourses, however, was a
theoretical work o f what government should be under ideal circumstances. Unlike
Machiavelli, Sidney believed that those circumstances existed during his lifetime.
Machiavelli believed that man was by nature evil, hence the necessity o f powerful
government. Sidney also saw evil forces in human nature, but he saw a good side to
mankind just as powerful as the bad side. To Sidney, the job o f the government was to
“provide a decision-making [tool] that enable a person to mute the base promptings o f his
passions,” allowing reason to triumph.

1*7C

Thus government ruled indirectly, rather than

with an iron hand. Sidney shared with Machiavelli a belief in the imperfection of all
things human, but Sidney believed in solving the imperfection rather than merely
controlling it.
Because of his pessimistic view o f human nature, Machiavelli saw society as
inevitably disordered and chaotic. He conceded that human nature would not always be
so nasty, but in sixteenth-century Florence a strong leader was needed to impose order
and unity. A healthy society was stable, orderly, decent, and strongly ruled. To bring
this society into existence, control had to be consolidated by force o f power. Sidney
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would have agreed with Machiavelli’s idea of a healthy society, but he believed that
power came from the people. Therefore the voice of the people would have to be
consolidated to consent to a government to bring order into society.
Sidney drew on Machiavelli’s writings for the Discourse’s celebration o f war-like
virtue and foreign conquest. Both Machiavelli and Sidney looked to classical examples,
both preferring imperialist Rome to nonexpansionist Sparta. Both theorists believed that
popular governments perform this function most effectively, for “their citizens are hardy
•
•
17f\
and spirited, and there is a mutual rivalry for the honor that anyone may earn.”
Both
believed that “all freemen o f the state are by definition soldiers.”

177

But, unlike

Machiavelli, Sidney tempered his imperialism with the requirement that a war o f
acquisition must be just, carried on for a just cause and by just means.
Both authors argued against the use o f mercenary soldiers. In both The Prince
and The Discourses, Machiavelli expounded his distaste for the use o f mercenaries.
Mercenary soldiers are useless, he claimed, because “they have no cause to stand firm
when attacked, apart from the small pay which you give them.”

t78

One o f the most significant similarities between Machiavelli and Sidney was their
belief in the mortality of any government, even the best. Because o f the imperfection o f
human nature, both theorists argued, states “must be renovated periodically if they are to
endure for an appreciable time and if civic corruption is to be stemmed.”

170

In The

Discourses. Machiavelli argued that for a free state to survive, it had to “frequently be
restored to its original principles.. .for it is clearer than daylight that, without renovation,
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these bodies not last.”180 Machiavelli’s influence on Sidney was seen most clearly in this
theory, but Sidney amplified the scope o f Machiavelli’s idea. While Machiavelli saw
change moving in cyclical repetition, Sidney saw change as linear, always progressing.181
Machiavelli’s theory stemmed from the classical theory of corruption, while Sidney’s
grew out o f a belief in natural jurisprudence.
Sidney also drew from Machiavelli for his justification o f rebellion. Many
scholars believe that Filmer’s criticism o f “seditions, tumults, and wars” was a direct
attack on Machiavelli’s praise in the Discourses of the “tumults’ o f Rome as an
invigorating mechanism.

189

Sidney agreed with Machiavelli that such conflicts were a

sign o f political tyranny, for while civil war was merely a disease of the state, tyranny
was its death.
Both similarities and differences can be found in comparing Sidney and
Machiavelli. While both believed in human imperfection, Sidney more optimistically
believed that man could be moved toward perfection while Machiavelli saw m an’s
imperfection only being controlled. Both admired the classical republics, but only Sidney
had enough faith in man to believe that this form of government was attainable in his own
time. Machiavelli undoubtedly influenced Sidney, however, in that Sidney took
significant tenets o f Machiavelli’s theory, particularly the mortality of government and
the justification of rebellion, and modified or improved upon them to suit the needs of his
own time.
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Sidney and Hobbes
Although Sidney and Hobbes did not have much in common theoretically, a
comparison between the two is interesting because Sidney’s Discourses was originally
believed by scholars to be a response to Hobbes’ Leviathan (1651). Such a comparison
also provides perspective on the most popular political theories o f the time.
Not until 1967, in an introduction to John Locke’s Two Treatises o f Government,
after examining text rather than context, did Peter Laslett reveal Sidney’s Discourses to
be a response to Filmer rather than Hobbes.

18^

To be fair, Sidney quoted Hobbes quite

often in his Discourses. As late as 1947, scholars were writing that the Discourses’
arguments were “directed against theories of Thomas Hobbes.”

184

Hobbes wrote during the English Civil Wars and, much like Machiavelli, saw
disorder and chaos as the root problems of society. Hobbes took Machiavelli’s theories
from The Prince and modified and expanded them. Hobbes also wanted a powerful
leader with absolute power to restore order to society. But, like Sidney, he wanted his
ruler to come to power through consent, not force. Hobbes also opposed divine right but,
along with Filmer, he did advocate absolute government, which Sidney strongly opposed.
Hobbes and Sidney shared a similar view o f human nature. Both believed that
there were opposing forces warring inside each man, forces of good and evil. To Hobbes,
these forces were what motivated humans for the goal o f self-preservation. Without
external restraint (i.e. government), humans were free to act as they wished. More
pessimistic than Sidney, Hobbes believed that humans were basically selfish, desiring to
satisfy their own personal needs, which were of primary importance. In the state o f
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nature (i.e. without government), humans were driven by their passions. Because there
were not enough natural resources to go around, humans had to fight to survive, making a
“war o f all against all.”185
Like Sidney, Hobbes believed in the natural equality of all humans, but for
Hobbes this equality just made the fight for survival more brutal. In Hobbes’ oftenquoted words, life in the state o f nature was “solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.”186
Sidney did not have a theory o f the state of nature. Based on Sidney’s views of the
passions warring inside all humans, he would probably not entirely disagree with
Hobbes’ state o f nature. But Sidney did believe that man possessed virtues and morals,
and he did not believe in controlling human passions but in moderating them to allow the
right passions to emerge.
To escape the state o f nature, Hobbes argued for the social contract. All potential
members o f society would have to agree to stop the struggle. To be absolutely certain the
“war o f all against all” ceased, someone with sufficient power to prevent people from
doing each other harm had to become the ruler. The ruler would not be party to the social
contract. He would make laws as he saw fit and was answerable to no one. This absolute
sovereignty was necessary to ensure the peace. Rebellion was not justifiable. If the
sovereign turned into a tyrant, he would still rule because, in Hobbes’s view, tyranny was
better than the state o f nature. To Sidney, tyrants caused rather than resolved disorder.
Hobbes argued that the sovereign’s only responsibility was to provide protection; the
only way he could be removed was if he threatened the citizenry, and society would then
return to the state of nature. Sidney argued that government was to facilitate the good of
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society. If this function was not properly performed, the people had the right to rebel.
Sidney’s theory was what Hobbes feared most and wrote to discredit.187
Hobbes wanted an orderly society in which humans were restrained as necessary
and as free as possible, as decided by the sovereign. Sidney also believed in this negative
freedom. Hobbes argued that “Liberty, or Freedom, signifieth (properly) the absence of
Opposition (by Opposition, I mean external Impediments o f motion).”188 “Liberty in the
proper sense [is] corporal Liberty; that is to say, freedom from chains, and prison.” Thus
“the Liberty of a Subject, lyeth only in those things, which in regulating their actions, the
Soveraign hath permitted.”189 Men were free only if the law was silent. The difference
between Sidney and Hobbes in this respect was that the laws that men lived under were
consented to in Sidney’s society, but subject to the sovereign’s will in Hobbes’s.
Although Sidney was in no way derivative o f Hobbes, a comparison between the
two is useful because their differences provide a perspective on the polarities of political
thought during Sidney’s lifetime. On the one side, theorists advocated an absolute
sovereign to control the selfish nature of man and to restore order to a chaotic society.
On the flip side, political thinkers argued for government with consent o f the governed,
who would delegate power for the rule o f a society that kept the best interests o f the
citizenry at the forefront. If some chaos and disorder resulted from this type of
government that was all right, for the only alternative - tyranny - was far worse.
Sidney and Locke
Although there were several differences between the philosophies of Sidney and
Locke, there were also significant parallels. Both theorists “proved the most important
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lightning rods by which a sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century political view of the
world was transmitted more or less intact to the eighteenth century, where it proved allconquering.”190 Both wrote during the same period, and both wrote with the same
purpose: to oppose the arbitrary government o f the English crown.191 Both saw the
commonwealth as the ideal form o f government. And both Sidney’s and Locke’s major
works, the Discourses and the Two Treatises, were refutations of Filmer’s Patriarcha.
Like Hobbes, Locke also used the state of nature in his theory. Sidney instead
used a form o f constitutionalism rather than a natural law argument, but his result was
similar to Locke’s. Sidney, however, concentrated more on arguments for rebellion and
change. Locke supported both o f the latter ideas, but he did “not argue the case for
either, partly because he did not wish to pay the price Sidney paid for doing so.” 192
Unlike both Hobbes and Sidney, Locke saw less selfishness and more cooperation
in human nature. Locke believed that people did have moral standards. The problem in
the state o f nature was that everyone had the right to enforce natural laws. Thus, because
everyone had the same natural rights and the same right to enforce them, Locke agreed
with Sidney that everyone was equal. Locke and Sidney both had great faith in man’s
ability for reason. Sidney wrote “nothing but the plain and certain dictates o f Reason can
be generally applicable to all men as the Law o f their Nature.”193 Like Locke, “Sidney
looked to Politics to raise men above beasts and to secure the victory o f reason and
understanding over passion and will.”194
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In arguing against Filmer’s theory, Locke and Sidney viewed the Fall as a moral
challenge rather than a finished historical event. Locke and Sidney argued against
Filmer’s assertion that Adam had natural domination over all creation. Filmer had
asserted that it had been liberty that caused the Fall. Sidney argued along with Locke that
liberty was “not licentiousness o f doing what is pleasing to every one against the
command of God, but an exemption from all human laws to which they have not given
their assent.”195
Locke and Sidney both also rejected Filmer’s theory of patriarchalism. To the
two philosophers, Filmer’s theory was flawed because it was based on an incorrect idea
o f paternal authority. Unquestioned obedience was owed to the only true father, God.
Using this type of argumentation, Sidney and Locke “gave to political obligation a new
basis consistent with Christianity’s universal claim but independent o f any particular
religious sect.”196 Their rejection o f patriarchalism also led them to reject monarchy,
especially rule by divine right. While Locke did not argue as comprehensively as Sidney
for rebellion as a good, he did support it as a last resort. Following his theory of the
social contract, Locke believed that rebellion was justified when government infringed on
its citizens’ natural rights. Because government derived its power from the people and
was a party to the social contract, a Lockean society did not have the right to rebel either.
According to Locke, “Tyranny is the exercise o f Power beyond R ight.. .And whosoever
in Authority exceeds the Power given him by the law, and makes use o f the Force he has
under his Command, to compass that upon the Subject, which the Law allow not, ceases
in that to be a Magistrate, and acting without Authority, may be opposed, as any other
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Man, who by force invades the Right of another.”197 Thus Locke’s government must
protect natural rights—the reason people entered the social contract—but not exceed that.
A magistrate could be resisted only when this trust was violated. Sidney also argued that
tyranny could be opposed because it replaced law with force and introduced a state of
war between magistrates and the people.
Both authors made the point that the word ‘rebellion’ derived from the Latin
“rebellare—that is, bring back again the state of war.”198 Locke and Sidney also argued
that the term “rebel” should be applied to a magistrate acting outside the law, not to the
men who opposed him. Both applied two constraints upon the right o f resistance. First,
this right to act could be used only in extreme situations, when all other forms of legal
recourse had been exhausted. Second, there must be a consistent pattern o f abuse by the
government. Locke believed that the right to rebel was outside political society, both
before its creation and after its dissolution.199 Sidney, on the other hand, believed this
right to apply at all times.
When it came to who had the right to decide when revolution was necessary,
Locke and Sidney both believed that private individuals should determine this question.
Locke wrote that “every Man is Judge for himself.. .whether another hath put himself into
a State of War with him, and whether he should appeal to the Supreme Judge.”200 Sidney
was much more insistent than Locke that the means be violent once the decision was
made.
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Locke and Sidney also agreed on the progress o f civil society. Neither believed
that one generation’s constitutions should be binding on the next. Locke wrote that since
“no Body has an absolute Arbitrary Power over himself, or over any other,” then “a
M an.. .cannot subject himself to the Arbitrary Power of another.” Neither past nor
present consent could be used to justify the rule o f a tyrant. Sidney argued that “no man
or number of Men was ever obliged to continue in the errors o f his predecessors. The
authority of Custom as well as of Law (I mean in relation to the Power that made it to be)
consists only in its rectitude.”
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•

The difference between the two theorists’ arguments was

a common one: while Locke used natural law as his basis, Sidney used historical
examples, or what he liked to call common sense.

OCY)

Thus both Sidney’s and Locke’s

theories were written for the same purpose, justified revolution, and supported the idea o f
the commonwealth as the ideal form of government. But Sidney’s theory of rebellion
was more radical than Locke’s, and Sidney died for this radicalism.
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CHAPTER THREE
Persecution and Revolution:
Algernon Sidney and the American Enlightenment
After Sidney’s execution in 1683, he was viewed as a martyr and hero by radical
English Whigs, but his popularity did not peak in American political thought until the
years leading up to the American Revolution. In Sidney’s Discourses the colonists “found
all the arguments necessary to support rebellion against tyranny.”
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Discourses offered

proof that free governments were more stable, reasonable, and successful than
monarchies.
Some historians of the American Revolution view Sidney as the “martyr to civil
liberty” whose theory became a “textbook of revolution to the colonists.”204 The colonists
believed the “single most important fact abut Sidney’s life was the manner of his
death.”

90S

The fact that Sidney, who could have confessed and thereby been spared his

life, had been willing to die for his principles was enormously attractive to American
revolutionaries.
The first public mention o f Sidney’s martyrdom appeared in the colonies in 1734
during James Alexander’s defense o f John Peter Zenger against the charge o f seditious
libel. Alexander drew attention to the “well-known” fact that Sidney had been “attained
of treason for writing a book, which since the [English] Revolution has been esteemed
one of the best books of government in the English language.. .in times when men were
murdered by colour o f law for doing & asserting the liberty o f the subject against the
arbitrary power which was then brought and fast bringing upon the nation.. .precedents of
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those times are rather to be looked on as rocks to avoid splitting on rather than as
precedents to follow.206 Three years later in the Pennsylvania Gazette, Alexander wrote
that “Sidney, the sword foe o f tyranny, was a gentleman of noble birth, of sublime
understanding and exalted courage.. .[Sidney’s trial was] a pregnant instance o f the
danger that attends a law for punishing w ords.. .Sidney, the British Brutus, the warm, the
steady friend o f liberty, who from a diffusive love to mankind left them that invaluable
legacy, his immortal discourses on government, was for those very discourses
MURDERED by the hands o f lawless power.” Most Americans were therefore exposed
first to the legend o f Sidney’s martyrdom. Not until later did Sidney’s theory become
available to most colonists.
In 1740 a series o f publications o f Sidney’s writings allowed Discourses to
become more readily accessible in the colonies.
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Before then, Sidney’s clearest and

strongest influence was in drafting the Pennsylvania Constitution. However, the exact
nature o f this involvement is unclear. William Penn and Sidney were close political
allies in England. Penn was Sidney’s campaign manager during the parliamentary
elections o f 1679. He consulted Sidney about “drawing Constitutions,” but was
apparently impatient with Sidney’s lack o f specifics. The drafting o f the Pennsylvania
Constitution ultimately resulted in the two men falling out because Sidney believed that
the final document gave too much power to the executive (who was, o f course, William
Penn). However, much o f Sidney’s theory was written into the state’s constitution, and
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most Pennsylvanians, including Benjamin Franklin, believed that “Sidney [was]
concerned in drawing up [the Pennsylvania] charter.”208
Sidney’s theory was made available in the colonies during the mid-eighteenth
century by means of an English republican named Thomas Hollis, an “extraordinary oneman propaganda machine in the cause of liberty.”209 Hollis “made it a lifelong duty” to
send the work of Sidney and other English republican theorists to America. Harvard
College was the primary recipient o f Hollis’s literature, where they became the political
text-books o f the school. After 1740, Discourses Concerning Government fast became a
favorite o f American political thinkers, becoming a “great celebration o f the republican
•
210
experience.”
Benjamin Franklin carried Discourses with him whenever he traveled.

211

he used the “Words o f the great Sidney’s Discourses” in a paper against slavery.

In 1770
212

He

recommended Sidney along with Tillotson, Addison, and Pope as required political
reading.

212

To Franklin, as to most Americans, Sidney was both the innocent victim of

Stuart despotism and a militant defender of liberty. Whenever Thomas Jefferson was
asked to recommend the best books on politics, he would answer “Locke, Sydney,
Priestly.. .”214 At Princeton, James Madison found Sidney to be a hero o f the republican
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tradition, “admirably calculated to impress on young minds the right o f Nations to
establish their own Governments, and to inspire a love o f free ones.”215
One o f Sidney’s most ardent admirers was John Adams. He characterized
Sidney’s spirit as “thoroughly republican,”216 and wrote in 1823 that he was rereading
Discourses and found that “as often as I have read it, and fumbled it over, it now excites
fresh admiration.”217 During the revolutionary era Adams reprinted extracts from
Discourses to inspire his countrymen and often cited Sidney along with Harrington and
Locke as required reading for students.218
Adams, who wrote the Massachusetts state constitution, was key in the adoption
o f Sidney’s motto
Manus haec inimica tyrannis ense petit
Placidam sub libertate quietem.
(This hand, an enemy to tyrants, seeks
with the sword peace and contentment
under a free government.)
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as the state’s motto. Adams had quoted the motto twice in personal correspondence. As
with Adams, Josiah Quincy, also a member of the Massachusetts delegation that adopted
the motto, was an admirer of Sidney. Shortly before the Revolution, Quincy wrote that
“American hath in store her Brutii and Cassii, her Hampdens and Sidneys, patriots and
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heroes, who will form a band of brothers.”220 Sidney’s motto was also used in 1779 as a
caption for a portrait of George Washington commissioned by the marquis de
Lafayette.221
The colonists believed they had inherited the mission o f Sidney and the radical
English Whigs. In 1762, James Otis used Locke and Sidney to justify his argument of no
taxation without representation. Benjamin Rush first read Sidney’s Discourses in 1776 as
a student in Edinburgh. Rush experienced an “exuberant conversion to Sidney’s
republican doctrines.” His conversion was “virtually complete before he became
involved in colonial politics.”222 Many Americans experienced similar “conversions” at
home. While defending the non-importation agreements in 1768, Arthur Lee wrote in the
Virginia Gazette that “the more I reflect on the nature of man, or read the histories of
nations; the more fully am I convinced o f the truth o f this observation of the illustrious
Sidney’s that liberty produces virtue, order and stability; while slavery is of necessity
accompanied with vice, weakness and misery.”
A 1774 English pamphlet, reprinted at least seven times in the colonies within a
year, explained the American adherence to this tradition. The colonists clearly believed,
unlike contemporary English Whigs, that Americans stood for the true principles o f the
Whig tradition, as stated in the 1774 pamphlet. Americans would adhere to those
principles that “such men as Mr. Locke, Lord Molesworth, and Mr. Trenchard maintained
with their pens, Mr. Hampden and Lord Russell with their blood, and Mr. Algernon
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Sidney with both.”224 Writing after the Battle o f Bunker Hill, Hugh Henry Brackenridge
believed that Sidney's “heroic self-sacrifice had been matched by America’s fallen.” In a
commemorative poem about the battle, Brackenridge wrote;
Weep not for him who first espoused the cause,
And risking life, hath met the enemy
In fatal opposition—but rejoice!
For now I go to mingle with the dead—
Great Brutus, Hampden, Sidney, and the rest,
O f old or modem memory, who lived
A mound to tyrants, and a strong hedge to kings,
Bounding the inundation o f their rage
Against the happiness and peace of man.

I come, I come, ye first-bom of tme fame.
Fight on, my countrymen, be free, be free!
The only real difference between Sidney and Locke in the minds o f most
revolutionary Americans was that Sidney’s violent opposition to the Stuarts made him a
more ‘radical’ figure than Locke. The American Revolution was by definition a radical
movement, hence Sidney’s theory o f rebellion better suited the patriots’ purposes. In a
1762 pamphlet, James Otis wrote that “It is possible there are a few .. .that can’t bear the
names o f Liberty and Property, much less that the things signified by those terms, should
be enjoyed by the vulgar. These may be inclined to brand some o f the principles
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advanced in the vindication o f the house, with the odious epithets seditious and leveling.
Had anything to justify them been quoted for Col. Algernon Sidney, or other British
Martyrs, to the liberty o f the country, an outcry o f rebellion would not be surprising. The
authority o f Mr. Locke has therefore been preferred to all others.”226 As perceived
British transgressions on American liberties increased and rebellion became imminent,
Sidney’s “authority” also became significant to the colonists’ cause.
Sidney’s “violent opposition,” manifested most obviously in his theory of
rebellion, was what strongly drew colonists to his work. Unlike Locke, Sidney argued
that rebellion was a part of a political system. While Locke maintained that rebellion
remained extra-political, Sidney wrote that progress could not occur in any system
without a mechanism for change. That mechanism was rebellion. No unjust law was
legal, thus any such law must be changed by any means possible, including changing the
system under which such a law could be enacted. Although change was inevitable as
men developed new skills and habits, certain human rights were inalienable, especially
the right “to choose one’s own rule and the law under which ruler and ruled will live.”227
Hence Sidney was quoted often by leaders of the American Revolution. Ben
Franklin, for example, quoted Sidney during the Stamp Act crisis. Americans refused to
pay the tax, Franklin wrote, because they had been “reasoned.. .by your Lockes, and your
Sidneys,” to have “a strong sense o f liberty, a public spirit that despises all selfish private
considerations, and thence a determination to risque every thing rather than submit
voluntarily to what they deem an unconstitutional exertion o f power.”228
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Algernon Sidney and Thomas Jefferson
Perhaps the easiest way to discover Sidney’s influence on the American
Enlightenment is to focus on one of the most influential political theorists of eighteenthcentury America. Thomas Jefferson, whose works have probably been read by more
people than any other eighteenth-century American political figure, incorporated much of
Sidney’s philosophy into his own.
Jefferson’s contemporaries inherited their political tradition from Milton, Locke
and Sidney and from their reading of the English Bill o f Rights of 1689.

Whenever

speaking o f Locke as suggested reading, Jefferson mentioned Sidney right along with
him. Jefferson believed that both Locke and Sidney were required reading, and saw
Discourses as a “rich treasure of republican principles.. .probably the best elementary
book o f principles of government, as founded in natural right which has ever been
published in any language.”
In giving advice for the curriculum o f the University o f Virginia in March 1825,
Jefferson wrote that “as to the general principles of liberty and the rights of man, in
nature and in society, the doctrines of Locke.. .and o f Sidney.. .may be considered as
those generally approved by your fellow citizens of this, and the United States.”

1

In

1804 Parson Weems solicited then-President Jefferson’s advice on a republication of
Discourses. Jefferson responded:
The world has so long and so generally sounded the praises of his Discourses on
government, that it seems superfluous, and even presumptuous, for an individual
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to add his feeble breath to the gale. They are in truth a rich treasure of republican
principles, supported by copious & cogent arguments, and adorned with the finest
flowers of science. It is probably the best elementary book o f the principles of
government, as founded in natural right which has ever been published in any
language: and it is much to be desired in such a government as ours that it should
be put into the hands o f our youth as soon as their minds are sufficiently mature
for that branch of study.232
Sidney’s influence on Jefferson was evident in the Declaration o f Independence, as
admitted by Jefferson himself. The Declaration was “not to find out new principles, or
new arguments, never before thought of, but to place before mankind the common sense
o f the subject, in terms so plain and firm as to command their assent. All its authority
rests then on the harmonizing sentiments of the day, whether expressed in conversation,
in letters, printed essays, or in the elementary books o f public right, as Aristotle, Cicero,
Locke, Sidney, &c.”233
Jefferson used a quotation from Sidney in a speech on the fiftieth anniversary
o f the Declaration: “none comes into the world with a saddle on his back, neither any
booted and spurred to ride.” Jefferson paraphrased: “the mass o f mankind has not been
bom with saddles on their back, nor a favored few booted and spurred, ready to ride them
legitimately, by the grade o f God.”234
Statements made by Jefferson showed a direct connection to Sidney’s political
theory. They shared a similar concept of liberty. Sidney asserted that “the Liberty o f a
People is the gift of God and Nature [and that it was] God only who confers this right
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upon us, can deprive use of it.. .[Liberty was] written in the heart o f every man”235 while
Jefferson wrote that “the God who gave us life gave us liberty at the same time; the hand
o f force may destroy, but cannot disjoin them.236
Both men also believed that the main purpose of government was to protect liberty
and well being o f those living under it. To Sidney, the work of government was “the
doing of justice, procuring the welfare o f those that create them. [Government was
instituted] by every people, by joining civil csociety, and creating magistrates, [to] seek
its own good. If the public safety be provided, liberty and property secured, justice
administered, virtue encouraged, vice suppressed, and the true interest of the nation
advanced, the ends o f government are accomplished. “237
Jefferson wrote similarly that people should
Keep their attention fixed on the main objects o f all science, the
freedom and happiness o f man. So that coming to bear a share in
the councils and government o f their country, they will keep ever
in view the sole objects o f all legitimate government. [America
should be] a model for the protection o f man in state o f freedom
and order. A wise and frugal government which shall restrain
men from injuring one another, which shall leave them otherwise
free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement,
shall not take from the mouth o f labor the bread it has earned.238
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To both men protection of life and liberty was the primary concern o f government— a
negative role. Sidney did see a secondary positive role for government: to foster virtue.
Both philosophers also saw a role for the average citizen in joining society and in having
a say in choosing representatives.
Consent o f the governed and some measure o f popular sovereignty were important to
Sidney and Jefferson. Sidney wrote that “[Government was instituted by] every people,
by joining civil society, and creating magistrates, [to] seek its own good

Man is

naturally free.. .he cannot justly be deprived o f that Liberty without cause, and.. .he doth
not resign it, or any part o f it, unless it be in consideration o f a greater good, which he
proposes to himself.240
Legislative power, Sidney wrote
Must be essentially and radically in the People.. .the magistrate
[should] receive his power by election or donation, they who elect,
or give him that power, best know whether the good they sought be
performed or n o t.. .a people acting according to the liberty o f their
own will, never advance unworthy men, unless it be by mistake,
nor willingly suffer the introduction o f vices.241
Jefferson, of course, strongly supported both consent o f the governed and popular
sovereignty. In the Declaration of Independence, he wrote that governments derive “their
just powers from the consent of the governed.” Sovereignty must belong to the people,
because “every government degenerates when trusted to the rulers o f the people alone.
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The people themselves therefore are its only safe depositories.. .our liberty can never be
safe but in the hands of the people themselves.242
Sidney’s influence can also be found in Jefferson’s belief in the necessity of divided
government. To check the power of the “supreme Magistrates,” Sidney argued, the best
form of government was one in which powers were balanced: “there never was a good
government in the world which did not consist of the three simple species o f monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy.243
Likewise, Jefferson argued that
The way to have good and safe government, is not to trust it all
to one; but to divide it among the many, distributing to every
one the functions he is competent to .. .until it ends in the
administration of every m an’s farm and affairs by himself;
by placing under every one what his own eye may superintend,
that all will be done for the best.244
These threads o f thought all converged, for both theorists, in the idea that the best
possible government was a republic.
Sidney designed a general framework that the authors o f the U.S. Constitution might
have followed:
Every nation may divide itself into small parcels.. .joined
to one another.. .acted by delegation, or the power in their
persons; given finite or indefinite powers; reserved
to themselves a power o f punishing those who should depart
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from duty, or referred it to their general assemblies,245
Jefferson believed that the republican form o f government was the only one ‘here every
man, at the call of the law, would fly to the standard of the law, and would meet
invasions o f the public order as his own personal concern246 The true foundation of
republican government is the equal right of every citizen in his person & property, & in
their management.247
Sidney’s theory o f rebellion was the aspect of his philosophy that most drew
American Enlightenment figures to him. Jefferson was heavily influenced by Sidney's
ideas o f rebellion and progress. Sidney wrote that
We may as reasonably affirm that Mankind is forever
oblig’d to use no other clothes than leather Breeches,
like Adam; to live in hollow Trees and eat Acorns,
or to seek after the Model o f his House for a Habitation:
and to use no Arms except such as were known to the
Patriarchs; as to think all Nations for ever oblig’d to be
govern’d as they govern’d their family’s.248
About a century later, Jefferson modernized Sidney’s analogy when he wrote that “we
might as well require a man to wear still the coat which fitted him when a boy as civilized
society to remain forever under the regimen of their barbarous ancestors.249
Sidney believed that
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.. .people have not merely a right but also an obligation
to disobey bad laws and to depose or kill a tyrant
.. .No law made by man can be perfect, and there must
be in every Nation a power of correcting such defects as
in time may arise251.. .conflict in a healthy order can
become the most effective way of energizing social and
constitutional change, of preventing social and
constitutional abuses.. .a warranty o f limited, progressive
government252. . .There must be a right o f proceeding
judicially or extra-judicially against all persons who
transgress the Laws; or else those Laws, and the Societies
that should subsist by them, cannot stand; and the ends
for which Governments are constituted, together with
the governments themselves, must be overthrown.
Jefferson could not have found better justification when he set about writing the
Declaration o f Independence. In writing it, Jefferson was effectively putting Sidney’s
theory into practice. Part of the Declaration mirror Sidney’s words:
.. .when a long train o f abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design
to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their
right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government...
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A Prince, whose character is.. .marked by every act
which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler o f a
free People.254
Jefferson also liked Sidney’s idea that rebellion facilitated progress. “God forbid,”
Jefferson wrote, “we should ever be 20 years without such a rebellion. I hold it that a
little rebellion now and then is a good thing, & as necessary in the political world as
storms in the physical.. .It is a medicine necessary for the sound health of government
The tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood o f patriots and
tyrants. It is natural manure.
As this comparison suggests, Sidney’s influence on American politics during the
eighteenth century was significant. He was widely read among political theorists and his
rebellion theory fit perfectly with the aspirations of American revolutionaries. Although
Sidney’s work was not the only influence on the American Englightenment, his theory of
rebellion was a major source for this aspect of American political theory during the
second half of the eighteenth century. Thomas Jefferson drew from Sidney’s theory
when writing the Declaration. Jefferson’s theory o f rebellion came as much from Sidney
as from Locke, shown his use of Sidney’s words in that document. Sidney justified
rebellion in a way that no other Enlightenment theorist did by making it a necessity to the
progress of civilized society.
Sidney After the American Enlightenment
Sidney’s popularity experienced a major decline after the Revolution. During the
debate over the American Constitution, Sidney was used by both Federalists and Anti-
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Federalists. Both William Paca and, o f course, Sidney’s strongest American advocate,
John Adams, quoted Sidney in support o f the Constitution. Anti-federalists used
Sidney’s writings to highlight three deficiencies in the Constitution: the lack of a bill of
rights, insufficient checks on executive power, and the belief that its authors had
abandoned “the safe democratical principles o f annual” elections. “Cato,” probably
George Clinton of New York, wrote that “Sidney observes ‘that a well governed state is
fruitful to all good purposes as the seven headed serpent is said to have been in evil;
when one head is but off, many rise up in the place o f it the framers o f this perfect
government, as it is called, have departed from .. .democratical principle, and established
biennial [every two years] elections for the house of representatives and septennial [every
seven years] for the senate.”257 An Anti-federalist, probably Abraham Yates, used
Sidney as a pseudonym in a series o f articles arguing against the Constitution. “Sidney”
(Yates) wrote that “For my own part, I adopt the sentiments of Sidney: ‘While I live I
shall endeavor to preserve my liberty, or at least not consent to the destroying of it.’”258
Sidney’s work was also used by French revolutionaries. A late-eighteenthcentury English author claimed that the French Revolution occurred because “every class
o f Frenchman. ..became familiarly acquainted with Sidney, Locke, and Hoadly.”259 But
after the French Revolution, Sidney’s theory became, in a word, unnecessary. Industrial
revolutions replaced political revolutions and the Western hemisphere settled down to
build factories and facilitate capitalism. But Sidney was not forgotten, and traces of him
in post-revolutionary American can be found.
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William Finlay, an Irish immigrant who came to the colonies before the American
Revolution, used “Algernon Sidney” as a pen name in several newspaper articles in 1798.
Findlay was an Anti-federalist who followed the political views most prevalent in
western Pennsylvania. He was an outspoken opponent of the Excise Act who plagued
Alexander Hamilton with several articles in the Philadelphia newspapers attacking his
financial policies.260
During the Jacksonian period, Jeffersonian Republicans “claimed to be the
spiritual heirs o f Sidney and Locke” and also “employed the heroic martyr’s name as a
pseudonym in an effort to reconcile Federalists to their rule.”

Judge Spencer Roane

wrote a series o f articles for the Richmond Examiner in 1821 vilifying John Marshall for
his decision in Cohen v. The State of Virginia. Gideon Granger, an anti-Federalist leader
in Connecticut, used Sidney’s name “both in his defense of Jefferson in 1803 and the
Union in 1808.”

Benjamin Watkins Leigh attacked Andrew Jackson in the Examiner

m 1819-20 with his Letters o f Algernon Sydney in Defense o f Civil Liberty.

An

“Algernon Sidney Club” also existed during this period whose members were politically
opposed to then-Congressman Jackson.264 Jacksonian Democrats used Sidney as an
“apostle o f popular sovereignty and an expansive franchise,” while anti-Jacksonians used
Sidney as a “critic o f executive power and unchecked majorities.”265 As so often happens
with political theory, once there is no longer any immediate need for it, it becomes
ambiguous when used by proponents of very diverse ideological trends.
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An excellent illustration o f the use o f Sidney’s theory on both sides of an
argument was seen in the slavery crisis of the mid-nineteenth century. In 1830, in his
prospectus to the Liberator, William Lloyd Garrison refers to his basic texts as “Algernon
Sidney’s Discourses on Government—the Declaration of American Independence, the
Constitutions and Bill of Rights o f the several States etc., etc.”266 When an opponent of
the First Amendment rights of abolitionists published his views under the pseudonym
“Algernon Sidney,” Garrison responded to this “bold and shameless” abuse o f Sidney’s
name in a series o f letters to the Boston Courier. Quoting often from Discourses.
Garrison sought to prove that Sidney was “an uncompromising enemy o f slavery under
every phase and color.. .the father of modem Abolitionism.. .an immediate
emancipationist, in the strictest sense.”

0 f\1

Just as vehemently, Wendell Phillips used

Sidney's work in defense o f John Brown.
John Calhoun, that misguided but brilliant politician, argued that Sidney would
have sanctioned slavery. Arguing against “Government of the uncontrolled numerical
majority.. .the absolute and despotic form ofpopular government,” Calhoun claimed that
to allow this type of government would be to “attribute to it the same divine right to
govern, which Sir Robert Filmer claimed for kings; and against which, Locke and Sydney
so successfully combated.

With all Sidney’s arguments against slavery and for liberty,

the belief that he would have santioned American slavery was probably erroneous. That
Calhoun had the ability to mold others’ beliefs to fit his own is more credible.
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In an 1854 lecture given before the Boston Mercantile Association, Robert C.
Winthrop stated that, “for myself, I can hardly consider the name of Algernon Sidney as
anything other than an American name—American in all its associations, and American
in all its influences.”269 Sidney left a rich heritage that Americans continued to hold up
as the blueprint for republican government. For those with the desire and patience to read
his book, Sidney continued to effect nineteenth-century intellectual circles.
Algernon Sidney in the Twentieth Century
What could understanding the influence of Algernon Sidney’s theory on the
American Enlightenment do for students of American history today? This knowledge is
necessary to comprehend what republicanism really was to our founding fathers.
Two theories on the basis of, or motivation behind, Enlightenment republicanism
exist. The first, classical republicanism, most thoroughly explained by J.G.A. Pocock,
proclaims that seventeenth-century English republicans tried to resolve the crises o f their
times by introducing an “ethos o f civic excellence.” Drawing on Aristotle and
Machiavelli, these republicans saw man as a political animal whose self-realization
occurred through active participation in public life. By encouraging men to bear arms for
their nation and by involving them in its political activities, they believed that a republic
would facilitate “the release of personal virtue” and the realization o f man’s “political
personality.”270 This was the “authoritative literature” from which eighteenth-century
American drew. “A neoclassical politics,” argued Pocock, “provided both the ethos of
the elites and the rhetoric of the upwardly mobile, and accounts for the singular cultural
and intellectual homogeneity o f the Founding Fathers and their generation. Not all
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Americans were schooled in this tradition, but there was (it would almost appear) no
alternative tradition in which to be schooled.”271
The second theory, known as “possessive individualism,” has been argued by
C.B. Macpherson. Macpherson claimed that Sidney and the other republicans o f his time
were not primarily concerned with government’s role in facilitating the “release o f
personal virtue.” The purpose of Sidney’s theory was to enable citizens to “achieve
common goals and to protect their liberty and their interests from the potentially arbitrary
actions o f magistrates.”

'JH'J

To Macpherson, seventeenth-century English radicalism was

“the conception of the individual as essentially a proprietor of his own person or
capacities, owing nothing to society for them.” Where Pocock saw an “ethos of civic
excellence,” Macpherson saw an ethos o f selfishness. Macpherson called Sidney a
“visionary politician and a dangerous citizen.”273
Sidney’s republicanism was, at its core, anti-monarchical. The express purpose of
his writings was to counter the “ ‘slavish’ principles and practices o f the Stuarts.”274 To
counter them, Sidney argued that monarchy inevitably led to corruption. His concept of
liberty and the ideal o f self-government were the foundation o f his theory, but to him this
ideal could be achieved only by a virtuous citizenry. Sidney spent a great deal o f time
arguing which aspects o f government caused corruption and how those aspects could be
changed to best foster virtue. Unlike Locke, the protection of property did not even enter
into Sidney’s argument. Sidney was not concerned with problems like unfair taxation; he
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was concerned with freedom and the ability o f individuals to fulfill their potential. He
was a “country'’ Whig, effectively excluded from court politics. However, unlike Locke,
Sidney was member o f the nobility. The institution o f a republican form o f government,
even with property restrictions on suffrage, would still have diluted any political power
he possessed. The political theorists of the American Revolution, while drawing from
Locke for their ideas on property protection and unfair taxation, primarily used Sidney’s
theory to support their right to revolution.
Finally, that Sidney became a martyr because o f his political theory does much to
counter Macpherson’s claim o f the selfishness of seventeenth-century political theorists.
Sidney distinguished himself from his contemporaries by his willingness to engage in the
political struggles o f his time in both thought and practice. Much o f his influence on the
American Enlightenment came from the fact that “he ended his life still thus engaged.275

Conclusion
Algernon Sidney played a substantial role in the formation o f American
Enlightenment thought. With John Locke, he presented a sound argument for
republicanism, anagainst absolute monarchy. His theory o f rebellion, however, was
much more radical that Locke’s and proved useful to the situation of American
revolutionaries. Understanding his argument for rebellion is essential to understanding
American Enlightenment political theory. Why, then, did the popularity of Sidney’s
work decline over the last two centuries?
The main difference between Sidney and Locke was the focus o f their arguments.
While Locke focused on the state of nature and the human capacity for reason, Sidney
concentrated more on arguments for rebellion and progress. To American
revolutionaries, the difference between Sidney and Locke was that Sidney’s “violent
opposition to the Stuarts made him a more ‘radical’ figure” than Locke.

Why this

difference existed was simple: Sidney had probably never intended his works to be
published, and for good reason. Once his Discourses was made known to English
monarchists, Sidney literally lost his head. These two facts—that Sidney had a more
radical theory o f revolution than Locke and that he had lost his life for that theory—
explained the appeal of Sidney to eighteenth-century American Enlightenment
philosophers.
Thus, since the influence o f Sidney on American revolutionaries was significant,
reasons must be found for the decline of the study of his work. One of these reasons is
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undeniably his prose. While Locke’s Second Treatise was a short work of about 150
pages, Sidney’s Discourses was over 500 pages. Locke’s writing was easy to read and
accessible to the common man. Sidney, on the other hand, “was not a systematic
philosopher, but a skilled and intelligent polemicist. His arguments are scattered across
his writings and.. .are often deeply embedded in detailed discussions o f ancient and
medieval history.”277 Therefore, twentieth-century instructors cannot merely assign a
chapter of Sidney’s book for a student to grasp any one aspect o f his philosophy. To
truly understand the essence of Sidney’s theory the entire work must be read, which is not
only time-consuming but also extremely difficult because o f his prolix prose.
Locke’s view on reason was also simpler than Sidney’s. Locke’s was secular,
while Sidney focused on the use o f reason to move mankind away from the Fall and
towards God. Sidney believed that every individual life was a moral drama, an attempt to
undo the consequences of the Fall. Therefore politics was a moral science and
government was crucial to redemption. The primary role of government was to make
people free by fostering the political and religious betterment o f its citizenry, minimizing
sin and maximizing good, thereby moving society and it citizens closer to God. This
element o f religion in Sidney’s philosophy complicated his theory and made it more
difficult to understand than Locke’s. Locke’s theory is simply easier to understand than
Sidney’s.
An aspect of Locke’s theory that was not considered by Sidney was that of
property and protection. For Locke, property protection was a part of liberty and the
primary function of government. For Sidney, property was a consequence o f liberty, and
not a matter for government involvement. In an increasingly capitalistic society, this

277 Houston, Sidney, 10.
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aspect o f Locke’s theory proved irresistible to Americans. Sidney’s lack o f regard for
property protection probably caused the popularity of his theory to falter, particularly
after the Industrial Revolution.
Another reason for Sidney’s decline can be found in the occasional
inconsistencies in both his life and his theory. While he hated Catholicism, he attended
the papal court regularly when in Rome, apparently because the social interaction
appealed to him. Not adhering to one’s religious principles seemed hypocritical,
especially during Sidney’s time, when battles over religion often became bloody. His
involvement with the French also provided a good illustration of this hypocrisy. For
Sidney to involve the Catholic French in his efforts to dethrone the English monarch
made it appear that he believed the end justified the means.
Sidney’s theory was also problematic in the distinctly militaristic slant of his
philosophy. Sidney was concerned with the use of mercenaries by absolute monarchs
and strongly believed that republicanism, by linking the interests o f soldiers and their
government, would guarantee the strongest possible army. He believed that a
commonwealth designed for wars of conquest was the best form of government. Even
though the nineteenth- and twentieth-century United States has taken military action that
might fit Sidney’s description o f wars of conquest (for example, the Spanish-American
War or Vietnam), few American would like to admit it. Therefore while one o f the major
aspects o f Sidney’s theory still has some relevance in twentieth-century America, it is an
uncomfortable subject for many.
James Madison wrote to Thomas Jefferson in 1799 that he did not think reading
either Sidney or Locke could prepare Virginians to defend their freedom. “Sidney &
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Locke,” wrote Madison, “are admirably calculated to impress on young minds the right
o f Nations to establish their own Governments, and inspire a love o f free ones; but afford
97R
no aid in guarding our Republican Charters against constructive violations.”
Madison
•

•

•

»

•

•

•

seemed to be implying that Sidney and Locke “were no longer immediately relevant to
the conduct of American politics.”279 However, the understanding of “the right of
Nations to establish their own Governments” is vital to understanding the American
Revolution. Even though one of America’s greatest political philosophers advocated the
cessation o f the study o f Locke and Sidney, Locke’s works have remained an integral
part o f both American history and political science courses.
Although Sidney was a major source o f rebellion theory for American
revolutionaries, the study of his work has declined for many reasons. John Locke’s
theory has provided an excellent source for arguments against absolute monarchy, for the
state o f nature and reason, for the benefits of a republic, and for property protection. His
work is more secular, simpler, and easier to understand than Sidney’s. Sidney’s lack of a
theory for property protection put him at a disadvantage to Locke.
But the fact remains that Sidney gave American Revolutionaries a much stronger
justification for rebellion than Locke. While Locke argued that rebellion was extralegal,
Sidney made it essential to social progress. This idea fit perfectly with the colonists’
notion that they were bringing a better form of government to the people by overthrowing
the tyranny o f the English monarchy.
Sidney himself would have appreciated that his philosophy declined, for he would
have realized both the “vitality and the limitations o f his arguments.” As he insisted
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some three hundred years ago, “new Constitutions are needed ‘to repair the breaches of
the old.’”280 However, to understand the philosophy of the American Enlightenment, the
significant elements of Sidney’s work should be included in any comprehensive study of
the American Revolution. Students o f the birth o f the United States and the political
philosophy that supported it should comprehend and appreciate Sidney’s theory without
having to plod through his Discourses. A shorter version or summary o f his work would
contribute a great deal to the education of students o f American political thought. Only
when Sidney’s theories and arguments are understood can students of the American
Enlightenment truly know the philosophy o f rebellion that the American revolutionaries
employed. Even with all its faults, Sidney’s philosophy remains an invaluable source for
understanding the American Enlightenment.

280 Houston, Republican Heritage. 278.
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